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SPECIAL ECONOMIC, HUMANITARIAN AND DISASTER-RELIEF ASSISTANCE 

Note by the Secretary-General 

1. The Economic and Social Council, in resolution 1980/43 of 23 July 1980, 
inter alia, requested the Secretary-General 11to prepare~ in consultation with 
the organizations and bodies concerned, and with existing financial resources, 
a summary report, providing factual information, on the ways and means by which 
the United Nations system has carried out, over the past decade, its role of 
co-ordinating and implementing humanitarian emergency assistance in cases other 
than those caused by natural disasters". In the same resolution, the Council 
requested that the report be submitted to the Council in time for it to be 
considered at its spring session in April 1981. 

2. Pursuant to the request contained in resolution 1980/43, the Secretary
General arranged for Mr. George F. Davidson (former Under-Secretary-General for 
Administration and Management), to undertake the preparation of the report which 
is annexed hereto. Since the Council's request was for ::a summary report, 
providing factual information 11 and not for recommendations or proposals, the 
report requires no further comment. 

3. The Secretary-General notes that concurrently with the preparation of the 
present report, the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACC) has had under 
review the question of strengthening the capacity of the United Nations system 
for responding to exceptional emergencies. In addition, the Council will consider 
the report of the Joint Inspection Unit on the Office of the United Nations 
Disaster Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO) and the Secretary-General's comments thereon. 
A number of the broader issues concerning emergency situations addressed in the 
present report will, consequently, be considered by the Council at its second'·, 
regular session. Under the circumstances, the Secretary-General suggests that the 
Council may wish to take note of the present report, submitted in accordance with 
resolution 1980/43, and defer further consideration of it until the July session, 
when the report of ACC is expected to be before the Council. 
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1. The present report has been prepared, in consultation with the organizations 
and bodies concerned, in response to the request contai~ed in Economic and Social 
Council resolution 1980/43 of 23 July 1980 for a '.)summary report providing factual 
information on the ways and means by which the United Nations system has carried 
out, over the past decade 0 its role of co-ordinating and implementing humanitarian 
emergency assistance in cases other than those caused by natural disasters:1 • 

2. In the course of preparing the requested report, visits were paid to and 
consultations held with the competent officials of most, if not all, of the United 
Nations agencies and organs involved in the provision of humanitarian emergency 
assistance, including the following: 

(a) International Labour Organisation (ILO): 

(b) Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO); 

(c) World Food Programme (WFP); 

(d) United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO); 

{e) World Health Organization (vIBO); 

(f) United Nations Children 1 s Fund (UNICEF): 

(g) Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR): 

(h) United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)~ 

(i) Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO); 

(j) Office of the Co-ordinator for Special Economic Assistance Programmes. 

3. Discussions were also held with a number of intergovernmental and 
non-governmental organizations outside the United Nations system, notably: 

(a) The European Economic Community (EEC); 

{b) The Intergovernmental Committee for Migration (ICM); a/ 

(c) The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC); 

a/ Formerly the Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration (ICEM). 
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(d) The League of Red Cross Societies (LRCS); 

(e) The International Council of Voluntary Agencies. r_d 

4. The factual information on which the present report is based has been provided, 
in large part, by these co-operating agencies, either in written form or orally 
during personal interviews with the respective officers responsible for dealing with 
emergency situations. The interviews were held during the two-month period extending 
from mid-October to mid-December 1980. A careful review has also been undertaken of 
the extensive documentation which has been built up in recent years, inside and 
outside the United Nations, on the subject of international action and the need for 
better inter-agency co-ordination in dealing with all types of emergency situations. 
Most of this material deals with the problem as it relates to natural disasters, 
which are excluded from the scope of the present report. Despite this, the lessons 
to be learned from attempts to deal with natural disasters are much the same as 
those which apply to 11man-made 11 emergencies. The originating cause of the emergency 
may be different: but the humanitarian considerations - how to feed, clothe and 
shelter uprooted ana helpless people - are the same. The need to co-ordinate the 
efforts of intergovernmental and voluntary agencies and to achieve prompt, effective 
and concerted action in accordance with a well-conceived and integrated over-all 
plan is also common to both types of situations. For these reasons, the study has 
not hesitated to draw on the accumulated experience, both ir. written form and . 
otherwise, of UNDRO and of all co-operating organizations, almost all of which have 
participated actively, on humanitarian grounds, in both natural and 11man-made"1 

disasters, without attempting to differentiate between them. 

5. In addition to the Office of the Co-ordinator for United Nations Disaster 
Relief Operations (established in 1981) there has been established more recently 
within the Secretariat of the United Nations, an Office of the Co-ordinator for 
Special Economic Assistance Programmes. This Office has been charged with the 
responsibility of dealing with a growing number of critical situations, chiefly in 
Africa, where emergency economic assistance is urgently required in order to prevent 
a serious threat to the economic viability of a member State. It was necessary to 
consider whether situations of this kind, calling for emergency economic assistance, 
were intended to be excluded from the scope of the resolution referring specifically 
to humanitarian emergency assistance. 

6. After consulting with the principal sponsors and seeking advice from other 
sources as to the intended scope of the resolution, it was concluded that the study 
should not impose any arbitrary limits which would have the effect of excluding 
from consideration situations requiring emergency economic aid if it could be shown 
that humanitarian needs of refugees, displaced perspns or other large groups of 
uprooted people were a contributing factor to the creation of the economic 
emergency. Thus, situations such as those created in recent years by the influx of 
people into Sudan, Djibouti and Somalia were considered to come within the scope of 

b/ Including; inter alia, Catholic Relief Services, Lutheran World Federation, 
OXFAM and the World Council of Churches. 
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the resolution. The same could be said of the economic emergencies faced by a 
number of former Portuguese colonies which had newly won their independence only 
to find their economic viability seriously threatened by an influx of natio~als 
returning from their places of asylum or by an exodus of experienced personnel 
belonging to the former colonial administration. 

7, On the other hand, certain types of economic emergencies such as those dealt . , 
with by the United Nations Emergency Operation (1974-1975) • would appear to be 
beyond the intended scope of the resolution. This operation was intended to ease 
the anticipated balance-of-payments difficulties of those countries whose economic 
viability had been most seriously affected - particularly in respect of their 
balance-of-payments position., by deteriorating economic situations such as the 
sudden sharp increase in oil prices of 1973-1974. More recently, the severe economic 
difficulties of a number of newly independent countries have been brought to the 
attention of the General Assembly and joint inter-agency missions have been 
dispatched to study and report upon the international measures of assistance required 
to restore these countries to a state of economic viability. Despite the critical 
nature of these situations, which fully justify their being considered as 
emergencies, the difficulties faced by these countries call, for the most part, r·or 
economic policies and development aid and only to a lesser extent, for the provision 
of humanitarian emergency assistance. Consequently, they can only marginally be 
considered as situations coming within the scope of Economic and Social resolution 
1980/43. 

8, Within the parameters established by the foregoing examples and in an effort 
to obtain precise information as to the riways and means;1 by which the United Nations 
system has carried out its role of co-ordinating and implementing humanitarian 
emergency assistance in individual cases, co-operating agencies were asked to 
complete a detailed questionnaire prepared specifically for the present study. Each 
agency to which the questionnaire was sent was asked to provide a list of not more 
than 12 humanitarian emergencies, in which it had been involved during the 10--year 
period 1971-1980 and to complete the detailed questionnaire with respect to each 
of them. A complete list of the situations selected for this purpose by the 
responding organizations is presented in annex I to the present report. 

9. The period under study extends for all practical purposes from the uprising 
in East Pakistan in 1971 (which lead to the establishment of an independent 
Bangladesh) to the grave emergencies afflicting the world a full decade la~er in 
the Horn of Africa, in South-East Asia and in Pakistan as a result of the mfl~ ~f 
refugees from Afghanistan. Each of these situations presents to the wor~d a cris:s 
of the gravest dimensions, spilling over into a number of States and posing a ser:ous 
threat to the stability of the entire region. Bangladesh, viewed in the perspective 
of a decade later, now typifies a situation which has passed through the first t1~0 
stages of emergency - that of relief, and that of rehabilitation and reconstruction -
and is now concentrating its efforts on long-term development objectives. Kampuchea 
has hopefully passed through the most critical period of the emergency-relief ~tage 
and is now almost ready to move into a phase of rehabilitation and reconstruction. 
The other two situations, involving the Horn of Africa and the Afghan refugees, 
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point, at present, to the unrelieved prospect of a continuing relief requirement, 
based on the most elemental necessities of life, for perhaps as many as 1.5 million 
people in each case, in the foreseeable future. 

10. These four major emergencies provide, in a sense, the cornerstones of the 
present study. They were and still are the most complex of all the humanitarian 
emergencies with which the United Nations has had to deal. They involved the 
largest number of United Nations agencies and other agencies - intergovernmental, 
bilateral and voluntary. Because of their complexity, they required, more than 
other situations, the greatest amount of co-ordination. Experience gained through 
mistakes made here, through coping with delays encountered in responding to specific 
needs or breakdowns in communication and co-ordination, provided valuable lessons 
for application in other smaller emergencies. Yet the smaller emergencies are 
important, too, for they provide the test of the continuing effectiveness of the 
machinery which the United Nations system - and the world as a whole - has painfully! 
built up over the decades to cope with humanitarian crises, afflicting large numbers 
of people, crises which lie beyond the powers of individual Governments to deal with, 

ll. In addition to providing a list of emergency situations and completing the 
individual questionnaires for each situation listed, co-operating agencies and 
individuals were invited to submit a brief confidential narrative summarizing their 
experience and assessing, from their particular point of view, the strengths and 
weaknesses of international efforts, during the past decade, to achieve more . 
effective co-ordination and, consequently, more effective action in meeting the 
need for humanitarian assistance in "man-maden emergencies. 

12. Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/43 clearly specified that what was 
wanted was a 11 summary report providing factual information on the ways and 
means ••• 11 ; consequently, no attempt has been made in the present report to 
summarize the opinions or comments of the agencies or individuals who responded to 
this :part of the questionnaire. However, these narratives~ which provide well·· 
considered assessments of agency experience with the system over the years, have 
provided invaluable background material for the preparation of the present report. 

13. While the foregoing statement applies to both United Nations and other agencies 
which have co-operated in providing information, it has particular relevance for 
those responding organizations which find themselves, in these humanitarian 
emergencies, drawn in as partners with the United Nations agencies while remaining 
constitutionally outside the United Nations system itself. As Economic and Social 
Council resolution 1980/43 implies, the present report is expected to.deal 
essentially with co-ordination within the United Nations system, but other 
intergovernmental agencies such as the Intergovernmental Committee for ·
Migration ( ICM) and voluntary bodies, such as, the League of Red Cross Societies 
and the agencies making up the International Council of Voluntary Agencies are 
inescapably involved in, and affected by, the efforts of the United Nations system 
to achieve effective co-ordination in dealing with humanitarian emergencies. These 
agencies see from the outside the efforts put forward by the United Nations system 
to co-ordinate its h1.unanitarian efforts in these 11man-made.1 situations. Their 
co-operation and assistance in providing a more complete and well--rounded base of 
factual information for the present report has been especially valuable. 

I . .. 
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14. II?,. this connexion; particular recoc;nition must be c;iven to the special place 
·which ICRC occupies in the field of humanitarian assistance in man~made disasters. 
Unlike the United I-rations itself and the specialized agencies ( which derive their 
status from the Charter, their respective statutes and the relationship c1,e;reements 
linking them with the United riations), ICTIC enjoys a unique internationally 
recognized status, by means of its special statute and by the 1949 Geneva 
Conventions which have accorded to it a separate anc1 unique position amonG all 
international organizations operating in the fielc1 of humanitaria:.1 aid. Without 
the unique contribution of ICTIC and that of the other respondine; organizatioi1s 
outside the United Nations system; the present report would have lacked the detached 
perspective essential to an evaluation of the effectiv,3ness of the United Ifatio:.1s 
system in co-ordinating international humanitarian emergency assistance in m:?,n~-made 
disasters. 

I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUHD 

15. The task entrusted to the Secretary-General by :Sconomic and S0cia1 Council 
resolution 1980/43 has been interpreted as includine; all those emergency situations 
1-rl1ich have been createC. as o. result of political, military and other upheavals) 
originating from man-made policies or actions and which have led to massive 
dislocations of population - refugees or displaced persons - with consequent hu_man 
suffering on a large scale, necessitating the provision of humanitarian assistance 
through a wide range of governmental, intergovernmental and voluntary organizations. 

16. Typically in such situations, to meet the first shock of the emergency, help 
in the form of food, shelter, clothing; medical supplies and personnel has to be 
mobilj zed. Followinc the ;crash 11 phase of the operation_ other emergency services ·~ 
education, employment, resettlement or repatriation - come into play. As emergency 
relief and subsequent rehabilitation needs are rnet, the operation nerges eventually 
into the ongoing development--assistance programme for the country concerned. TI1ese 
three phases call typically for the inputs of different ac;encies, dependinG on 
wr..ether their functions are geared to relief, rehabilitation or development. 
However, the phases themselves are not clearly distj_;,1c;uishable one from the other: 
and the services uhich the individual agencies render extend frequently from relief 
to rehabilitation activities and even at tir1es overflou into the development phase. 

17. "t·n1ile Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/43 asks for factual 
information relating to the past decade on the ways and means by which the United 
Hations system has carried out its role of co-ordino.tinc and implementing 
humanitarian emergency assistance in cases other than those caused by natural 
disasters, the agencies of the United Nations syste;.!1 have, from their inception,· 
been involved in all three phases of such assistance: and the ways and means 
employed by it for the co-ordination of such assistance have developed from their 
experience of preceding years. The aftermath of the Second Horld War brought about 
the creation of a number of new intergovernmental organizations to cope with 
particular problems -· the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency (UHRJ:\A), 
the International Refugee Organization ( IRO); the United nations International 
Children's Emergency Fund (Ul'HCEF), the Office of the United Nations High 
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Commissioner for Refn~ees (illTIICR) and others. In 1948 0 for reasons not directly 
related to the Second Uorld Har, the United Nations Delief' and Works Agency for 
Pnlestine Refugees in the Hear East (UNRHJ\.) was established. Each of these 
organizations was created to deal with a specific problem, the duration of which, 
it was hoped, would be limited in time. None of them was visualized as an 
organization 11hich would serve on a stand-by basis as an element of' an emerc;ency 
system to deal with natural or man-made disasters which might arise in the future. 
Co-operation among the various agencies engaged in different humanitarian 
enterprises was ad hoc, intermittent and informal, based on improvisation and the 
necessities of the situation. 

lG. Progressively, however, as the United Nations organization itself and the 
specialized agencies making up t~1e family of permanent post--war organizations began 
to acquire a greater degree of maturity., the situation began to ,;:hange. In 1956, 
for example; a seccr.d major humanitarian emergency occurred as a result of 
developments in Hungary. On this occasion (unlike the preceding Palestinian 
emergency when a special :1temporary" agency was created to deal with the problem), 
no special new organization was established. Instead, the resources of existing 
international agencies were mobilized to work with the Austrian authorities and in 
other neighbouring countries. With the Office of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees, because of the n~ture of the emergency, acting as a 
''lead agency" ( although the term had not been invented at the time), the different 
elements of the Red Cross network, .the International Committee for European 
i·iigration ( a non•••United Nations intergov~rnmental agency), Ul'TICEF, WHO and a host 
of national and international voluntary, religious and ptilanthropic organizations 
joined forces in a common effort to meet the challene;e of human need. The success 
of the effort, relying on the skills and resources of existing agencies rather than 
on any new instrumentality, set a pattern for future collaborative action that has 
endured from the time of the Hunc:arian uprisins to the present day. 

19. Food is an indispensable element, frequently the main element, needed in every 
emergency situation, and the establishment of the World Food Programme gave 
recognition in its creation to that fact. The World Food Programme, a joint 
enterprise of the United Nations and FAO durinp; the early 1960s, added a valuable 
element to the inventory of resources available through the United Nations system 
to deal with the humanitarian consequences of disaster. Significantly however, the 
World Food Programme was not brought into being as an interim agency to meet a 
specific emergency situation. It was conceived as a permanent organization, 
operating in a specific f~n~tional field and mandated on a continuing basis to 
provide its own particular :~ind of service to whatever situations - emergency or 
otherwise - might arise in the future. 

20. By the latter part of the 1960s, the world as_ a whole was clearly better 
equipped than ever before with the institutional structures necessary to cope with 
the onset of disasters - both man-made and natural - wherever in the world they 
might arise. Yet even soj the situation could not be described as satisfactory 
or adequate. Political disturbances in the Congo and in Nigeria during this decade 
revealed many weaknesses in the capacity of the various organizations, public and 
private, to work together and to respond promptly to the major needs presented by 
these two man--made emere;encies. 
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21. In addition, long-term development aid, rather than short--term humanitarian 
assist~mce in response to emergencies, had priority in the minds of most Member 
States of the United Nations. However, as the involvement of United Nations 
agencies in various human or natural disaster situations became progressively 
greater, the concern of Member States with the need to improve methods of deali::1g 
with these situations began to manifest it self in different forms. Concerned with 
the problem of adeQuate co-ordination of efforts, the Economic and Social Council, 
in 1965, agreed that the Resident Representative of UNDP should be assigned a 
co-ordinating role in the field. In 1968, the General Assembly called upon the 
Secretary--General to prepare a report on actioi:, taken by Governments and 
international organizations in responding to requests for assistance (in cases of 
natural disaster), which resulted in an interim report by the Secretary--General to 
the Economic and Social Council on 12 May 1970 (E/11853), in which reference was 
made, for the first time, to the need for the establishment of a focal point in 
the United Nations system "from which to initiate action and exercise more 
effective co-ordination· 1 • c/ A succession of natural disasters in the latter part 
of 19G9 and the first half-of 1970 - floods in Romania and Hungary, a serious 
earthquake in Peru •· underscored the need for improved arrangements at the 
international level to deal with these lnunan tragedies. Even though, in the case of 
Peru, the Resident Representative was on the spot and acted with commendable 
effectiveness to co-ordinate the efforts of the agencies rendering help, and despite 
the dispatch of two joint missions and a Personal Representative of the Secretary-
General, it was necessary f-:>r the latter in his report. to the Secretary--General 
of 2 October 1970 (E/L.1356, para. 7) to state that ::at the :present time, the United 
Nations far,1ily ~ as a system of organizations, is not as a whole particularly well
equipped for assisting countries in the kind o~ operations that are called for in 
the first emergency phase in cases of natural disasters, nor is it a function which 
it has been entrusted with by the community of nations. In the first phase, its 
role is generally speaking, bound to be very modest, the more so the greater the 
magnitude of the disaster.1. 

22. This lack of readiness of the United Nations system as a whole to respond 
adequately to emergencies was reiterated by the Secretary-General himself in his 
comprehensive report on Assistance in Cases of Natural Disaster (E/4994 of 
13 May 1971~ para. 39) in the following words: 

"The United Nations system as a whole •- with the major exception of 
UNICEF and to some extent WHO and FAO/WFP - is not equipped to provide 
emergency relief. The World Food Programme, although it may sometimes borrow 
from resources in the area, has usually to transport bulky food supplies to 

c/ This need was met by the designation by the Secretary General on 
26 October 1970 of the Assistant Secretary-General for Inter-Agency Affairs as the 
official to advise the Secretary-General and to represent him in all matters 
relating to assistance in cases of natural disaster as well as other aspects of 
United Nations action in natural disasters and similar situations. This was a 
temporary arrangement, to be replaced a year later by the creation of the Office of 
the Disaster Relief Co--ordinator aE: the focal poi1:t in t~e United Nations system for 
disaster-relief matters (General Assembly resolution 2810 (XXVI), of 
14 December 1971, para. 3). 
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the scene of the disaster, and this takes considere,ble time. The princi:pal 
OrGuns equipped for international emergency relief are and will continue to be 
the League of Red Cross Societies, other voluntary organizations and church 
srou:_r)s. and Governments·'. §j 

23 • Uilile all of the foregoing was stated in the context of natural disasters, it 
c;oe::: without se.ying thD.t the assessment applied equally to the ability of the 
United :!at ions system to respond to man-made emergencies. The General Assembly· s 
rcs-ronsc to this sober and realistic assessment or the United ~,Tations capacity was 
expres!3ed in General Assembl~r resolution 2717 (XXV) of 15 December 1970, which called 
upon the Secretary--General., inter alia, to make recommendations as to '\rays and 
mean::: of ensuring better mobilization and co-ordination of the assistance to be 
;1roviclecl throuBh the United Nations, the organizations of the United Nations system, 
a~ ucll as the League of Red Cross Societies and other non-gcvernmental 
orcnnizutionn·'. 

21,. '1.r.w similar it~· between the wording of the paragraph quoted above and that of 
'Sconomic antl Social Council resolution 1980/!;3 nearly a decade later calling for 
thin present report is strikinr;. The factual summary of the present situation given 
in the present report, when compared with the realistic assessment of the United 
··.):i.tions c:1:;;>1city a decade ago, should provide a meaningful basis on which to assess 
ti1c progress which has been achieved in the period under review. 

25. '.i:he creation of the Office of the Co-ordinator for Disaster Relief by General 
Assembly resolution 2816 (XXVI) of 14 December 1971 was the first important step 
tc.ken to remedy the orc;anizational weaknesses revealed in the comprehensive report 
of the Secretary-General dated 13 Hay 1971. While the activities of UNDRO in the 
fielu of natural disasters lie outside the scope of the present report, it is 
:,ertinent to note that ( a) the mandate given to the Disaster Relief Co-ordinator 
iJy the Genern.l Assembly was not limited to natural c:l.isasters ·, and that (b) the 
Assembly, in its resolution, accepted the Secretary- •General I s proposal that the 
nermanent office to be established for the Disaster Relief Co-ordinator in Geneva 
;hould be the "focal point;: in the United Nations system in disaster-relief matters, 
'.me o.icinal intention in this connexion was never entirely fulfilled, since in 
practice the Office of the Disaster Relief Co-ordinator has generally confined its 
efforts to natural disasters, whereas man-made emergencies req_uiring emergency 
~1umn.nitarian aid have been dealt 11ith in other ways. 

2G. Hhile steps to stren~then the machinery uithin the United Nations system for 
neeting humanitarian assistance needs were thus slowly taking shape, one o~ the most 
devastatinG double disasters of modern times struck the people of East Pakistan. 

d/ Interestinc;ly, para. 40 goes on to express t~e v~ew that 1:al~hough ~he. 
United iit~tions system is not geared :f'or action of this lun~, nor is it realistic 
to suppose that, given its structure it could become so~ it should be able to 
help in uifferent ways:;. 
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In November 1970, floods of unprecedented extent and severity devastated large areas 
of East Pakistan; to cope with this natural disaster, a special operation known 
as UNEPRO (United Nations East Pakistan Relief Operation) was set up. Hard upon 
the heels of this blow came the political upheavals which led eventually to the 
separation of East Pakistan from West Pakistan and the emergence of the new 
independent State of Bangladesh. During 1971, however, an estimated 10 million 
refugees from East Pakistan fled their country and sought refuge in India. To meet 
this emergency, the Secretary-General designated the High Commissioner for Refugees 
as the focal point and set in motion the machinery for international action that was 
to face the largest and, in many ways, the most difficult operation ever undertaken 
by the United Nations system. While this was taking place outside the boundaries 
of East Pakistan, the civil war which erupted led to widespread destruction of 
property, the breakdown of transport and other public services and threatened with 
starvation the rest of the population remaining in the country. To cope with this 
problem - a man-made disaster of most awesome proportions, the United Nations Relief 
Operation Dacca (UNROD) was established; later to be continued as the United Nations 
Relief Operation - Bangladesh (UNROB). 

27. Bangladesh represents one of the truly historic 11rescue;1 operations of modern 
times - certainly the largest and most important ever undertaken and brought to a 
successful conclusion by the United Nations system. Three similar situations face 
the United Nations more or less concurrently today: the situation in South-East 
Asia created by political upheavals and military action in Kampuchea, the same 
combination of man-made actions in the Horn of Africa and the situation on the 
Afghan border in Pakistan where 1.5 million Afghan refugees face an uncertain future 
and present a major humanitarian challenge to the world community. 

28. In the interval between the man-made emergency of Bangladesh and the human 
tragedies of Kampuchea, the Horn of Africa and the Afghan refugees, a growing 
number of smaller but nonetheless serious incidents occurred, resulting in the 
large-scale dislocation of populations and widespread human suffering - calling, in 
all cases, for international humanitarian action to relieve human suffering and to 
help in restoring conditions to normal. The situations which were considered 
significant enough by the agencies concerned to provide the background of 
information necessary for the present report are listed below in the appendix. 
The remainder of the present report will review the experience of the last 10 years 
in order to enable a determination to be made as to how the United Nations has 
adjusted or improved its facilities and procedures for dealing with the steadily 
increasing number of humanitarian emergencies which it is called upon to face. 

I . .• 
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II. DEVELOPMENTS AT THE AGENCY LEVEL 

29. The effectiveness of the efforts of the international community to respond 
to humanitarian emergencies depends on a number of factors, among which are the 
following: 

(a) The resources which potential donor countries are in a position to provid~ 
to help in meeting the consequences of human disaster and the extent to which they 
are organized to respond promptly to international appeals for aid. This depends 
on the extent to which potential donor countries have organized in advance and 
co-ordinated their own internal machinery; 

(b) The facilities which the affected country or countries have at their 
disposal to cope with emergencies and the extent to which these facilities and 
services can be effectively mobilized and co-ordinated within the country itself. 
This applies not only to the country in which the political or military situation 
giving rise to the emergency originates, but equally, if not more so, to the 
adjoining countries which are the first to have to bear the brunt of the refugee 
or displaced populations and disruption of normal activities such as trade and 
transport; 

(c) The existence of well-co--ordinated machinery within each agency or 
organization which will ensure an effective response to whatever its role may be in 
helping to meet the consequences of the emergency; 

(d) Finally, and greatly dependent on the three previously mentioned factors, 
the extent tc which, within the United Nations system itself and outside (including 
non-United Nations and voluntary agencies), effective early -warning procedures, 
adequate financial and personnel resources (at least to ensure a prompt initial 
response to the plea for help) and machinery for the effective co-ordination of 
individual agency roles can be assured. 

30. The first of these factors, the resources which potential donor countries are 
in a position to provide to help in meeting the consequences of human disaster, 
although critical for success of all emergency operations~ is not the subject of 
the present report. The primary concern of the report is with the fourth factor 
listed above, although this, however, is closely tied to the other two: the 
adequacy of the facilities available, the state of organization within the country 
or countries affected and the readiness of individual agencies to respond promptly 
and in a well-co-ordinated manner to the demands which. will be made upon them. 

31. In the following pages, the extent to which changes and improvements have taken 
place in the i'state of readiness 11 of the affected_countries and the agencies most 
concerned with providing humanitarian emergency assistance is reviewed under the 
following headings: 

I . .. 
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(d) Permission to intervene - consent of affected Governments; 

(e) Assessment capabilities; 

(f) Time required by agency to reach initial decision to respond; 

(r,) Adequacy of available financial resources; 

(h) LTllIIlediate availability of financial resources~ 

(i) Stock-piling~ pre-positioning of supplies and equipment; 

{j) Enlargement of readily available, experienced manpower pool; 

(k) Elimination of technical obstacles to cross-border movement of 
supplies, equipment anc1 personnel. 

A. National disaster-preparedness units 

32. Hi thin the past 10 years, there has been a noticeable increase, both at the 
country and at the individual agency level, in the advance preparations which have 
been made to meet sudden human emergencies, both natural and man-made. At the 
country level, this has been partly owing to the increased awareness of countries 
which are particularly vulnerable in their exposure to natural, if not man-made 
disasters. The Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator has 
contributed to this increased awareness and has stimulated greater efforts in a 
number of countries to develop preparedness plans and to organize their domestic 
facilities and resources in a aore co-ordinated fashion for the purpose of dealing 
with future emergencies. For instance, a 1979 study of 1~9 least-developed and most 
seriously affected developing countries (LDSs and MSAs) revealed that 11 countries 
claimed to have both national disaster organizations and national disaster plans in 
existence; if only on a skeleton basis. Five others had established disaster 
organizations but lacked a disaster plan, while three others reported disaster 
plans but no national disaster organization. e/ It is not possible to state with 
any degree of accuracy how effective these pl~ns would be in a situation requiring 
action. Most, if not all, of them have been developed either in the context of'· 
civil defense or in preparedness for natural disasters. None the less, they 

f}_/ Eighteen of those reporting stated that they had neither a national disaster 
organization nor a disaster plan, while 12 countries did not reply. More than four
fifths of the countries included in the survey had experienced major natural 
disasters requiring international assistance during the preceding five years. 
(Barbara Jean Bro~m, Disaster Preparedness and the United Nations; Advanced PlanninF, 
for Disaster Relief., UNITAR Study No. 15 (Elmsford, Hew York, Pergamon Press, 1979)). 

I ••• 
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represent an improvement in the degree of readiness to meet and respond to 
~expected contingencies, and as such, they have advanced to at least a limited 
aegree th7 st~te of preparedness of these countries to react to situations calling 
for humanitarian emergency assistance in cases other than natural disaster. 

B. Agency emergency units 

33. Individual agencies, too, have advanced in a number of ways their state of 
preparedness. Emergency units have been formally established in a number of 
agencies within the decade under review - UNICEF in 1971, FAO, through the creation 
of the Office of Special (originally Sahelian) Relief Operations (OSRO) in 1973, 
WFP in 1976 and IDlliCR as recently as the autumn of 1980. The World Health 
Orgenization has also designated an officer responsible for Emergency Relief 
Operations. Other voluntary agencies too, notably the League of Red Cross 
Societies, have established within the past 10 years especially, strong and 
effective disaster-relief units within their secretariats for the purpose of 
planning in advance and organizing their respective responses in the event of 
emergency. In fact, in some cases, the organization itself is the emergency unit, 
for the reason that its primary reason for existence is to respond to emergencies. 
The Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator is an example of this: 
UIIICEF also, as its acronym reminds us (still used today despite the elimination of 
the word '1e1tergency11 from its current title), was originally established as an 
agency to deal with emergencies affecting children. Its trend through the years of 
its existence has been in the direction of longer-term programming, although it is 
still heavily involved in emergency situations, notably as lead agency in Kampuchea. 
By contrast, UHHCR reflects an opposite trend. At its inception, it was hoped that 
the accumulation of post-1,ar refugee problems would soon be disposed of, permitting 
the High Commissioner to concentrate on his function of legal protection - and this 
objective came near to being realized in the early 1960s when the High Commissioner 
actually proposed the early abolition of his EmerGency Fund. This direction was 
reversed, however, in the latter half of the 1960s and the decade of the 1970s, 
uith the result that the High Commissioner's Office is today more heavily involved 
in humanitarian emergencies and on a larger scale than at any previous time in its 
history. 

34. In addition to UHDRO, m.JTCEF and urmcR, the United Nations has added within the 
last few years, a fourth office which is concerned essentially with economic 
emergencies which threaten the economic viabi~ity o~ Member States. This i~ the 
Office of the Co-ordinator for Special Economic Assistance Programmes. Unlike 
UIJICEF and UIIBCR, which have substantial resources at their dispos~, together with 
an extensive operational capability to act as.lead ~gency when required, th: 
Office of the Co-ordinator for Special Economic Assistance Programmes function~ 
chiefly through Joint Inter-agency Missions, :reated fo~ th7 purpose of as~e~s:ng 
the rrost urgent requirements of a country facing economic disa~ter and mobilizing 
to the extent possible from donor countries the resources required to stave off 

economic collapse. 

I ••• 
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35. Discussions with the u.eler~ates from the developed anc1 (7..eveloping countries in 
the course of prepe.rin~ the present report h2.ve clearly hic,;hlighted the in:9ort2nce 
attachecl by all States to the capacity of the United Eations system and its ac~encies 
to responcl_ promptly to appeals for huraanitarian assistance vhen a man-nnde ener;;ency 
occurs. Experience has re1,eatedly demonstratec7. that timeliness in the provision 
of' aid requirecl_ stands second in importance only to the quantity anc1 quality of 
the ai(7- itself. The ability of the Unitecl. nations system (and its associated 
nc;encies) to respond promptly is critical to its crec'l.ibility as an effective and 
reliable netuork for the provision of needecl. assistance in times of emere;ency. 
This has, in fact, been one of the most difficult problems for the United Ifo.tions 
system to overcorJe. A certain amount of time is inevit0.bly required to assess the 
nature 2.nd extent of the aid that is needed. The task of mobilizing anc1 delivering 
lar0 e quantities of rmterial aid by air or by surface tre.nspo1·t involves locistical 
(7.elays ·which are unavoidable:, and in cases callinr.; for the intervention of e. m.m1b2r 
of o..::_",encies, effective co-oi·c1ination of the inputs and roles of the separe,te ~ 
incl.e:oendent entities cannot be accomplished instantly. 

36. The possibility of early notification and early ,mrninc takes on in these 
ci::ccm11stances added sicnificance, since early notification of an impenc1-ing e~i~ergency 
en2.bles a number of initial preparatory steps to be taken. Durinp; the past c7.ecade 
a nunber of' aGencies, notably FAO/UFP and HHO ~ have established early warning 
systens in order to notify their respective headquarters of ir,:rminent emer.zencies 

, within their respective areas of cor.ipetence. f/ The United nations DevelopEent 
Prosrmn:me has also, throuc;h its network of resic1ent representatives, which serve also 
UFP and UT'fDRO~ developed a considerable dec;ree of expertise in this re0e.rd. So 
fa.1.·? no nechanism h2.s yet been developed for linking these early warninc systeri.1s 
into an integrated netuork reported to a central ;;focal point·:, in the systen. 
The seriarate early warnin.::; systeL.1s, however, enable the individual ac;encies in their 
resuecti ve f'ielcls of coupetence to anticiriate and aake advance preparations for 
their participation in emergencies of vhich they have received early notifico.tion. 

D. Permissio!7=--to intervene: consent of affected Governments 

37. One of the factors contributing at times to delay in respondinc; to h"t.1i,1.anitarian 
eu.ere;encies is the necessity of auaitinc; an official request for help fro,·-1 the 

_-r/ In the case of FAO/UFP, this is lmmm as the Global Information and :Carly 
':Te.rrdng System. In the c~se of 1_rno, it is called the fa,:erc;ency Relief Operations 
Centre at heacl.quarters ( m. th. r:lsl.?1:al counter:::,arts). \TEO has its World-wiue 1!eather 
TT at ch to provide advance notificm:;ion of weather-related emere;encies. The 
Internatione,l IIonet2,ry Fund and the 1-!orlcl. Bank have systems to monitor foreic;n o..ata 

~ forei ,.._,.n- .exchance reserves. ar,u - t, 

I . .. 
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GoYernnent of the country or countries directly affected.. Instances have arisen in 
the pr.st uhen the Government of n country has sh01m itself to be reluctant to 
acJ·~nmrlec1c;e that a disaster has occurred and that it is hot able to a.eal uith it 
effectively. Situations of this kina. are even more lilcely to arise when the 
er11cr~ency results fro!'l :political or civil disturbances uithin a country or because 
of rnilitc.ry uphec.vals. In such circumstances? Governnents e.re frequently reluctant 
to rec_,_uest o..ssistance ~- even thoue;h serious sufferinr.; uay be occurring for larc;e 
numbers of their :i;,eople, Assistance from the outside cannot nornally be provided 
ox· offered by Unitec1 nations agencies since such action could be misunderstood or 
misinterpreted as nn attempt to interfere in the domestic affairs of a sovereie;n 
Ste.te. In such situations, a,:;encies established for the purpose of provic1inc; 
l1tmmniturian assistance in ernerc;encies are, at tines: unfairly blamed for delays 
in :)rovic1inG the needed help. 

38. Despite these liri1itations on the ability of the Unitecl. nations to intervene in 
natte1·s of a.onestic jurisc1iction? successive Secretaries- -General have~ in n nurnber 
of instances, intervenecl. to offer the facilities ancl. help of the Unitec1 lTations 
on hunanitarian c;rouncl.s. It nay '3.lso be notec.l that the position of the Itecl Cross, 
in situc.tions of the l:ind described? is not as circtunscribect as that of' United 
!'!ations a:;encies, since the Rec.1 Cross at tir:ies finds it possible in dif'ficult 
situations to initiate action to help, either throuc;h ICRC ( in accordance 1rith its 
constituciom,l preroc;atives as set out in the 1911-9 Geneva Conventions) or through 
the nationc,l society uithin the country concerned. Reel. Cross and other volun~ary 
a~ency intervention in such circun1stances is not as suspect as actions by 
or~:anizations representing Governments. A ntmber of other organizations such as 
UiTICEF ancl. ICH have also founa., on occasion, that an offer to assist, c1eliverec1 
thron~'.h inforr,1al channels on a :.e;ood offices;. basis is sometili1es welcomed by a . 
Goverm,1ent that is othervise unuilling to mal::e a forr,ial request. Unofficie.l consent 
to interventions is so;-1.etiraes easier to obtain than mi off'icinl ,:soverm1ental request. 
On the who1e? however, this continues to be a d.elayinc :factor in some circun.stances, · 1 

and. the situation with res1Ject to the req_uirenent that agencies nay act only on 
reqv.est of the Goverm1ents o.ffecte( has undergone relatively little chan~e durine; 
the past 10 years. 

:!!:. Assessnent capabilities 

39. F:ven when reciuests for assistc.nce are forthconing from Governr.1ents, and some 
ac.1v2.nce notification is possible? it is necessary; before a~encies are in a position 
to {1.o lilore than tal:e preliminary steps of an organizational nature, to };lave a 
reasonc.ble assessnent of the help required. Huch de::;>enc1s ~ in this regard, on the 
ability of the e::-,iergency orc;anization (if any) within the country or countries 
affectecl to accurately assess the neef1._ or, failin3 that, on the ability of the 
orc,;anizations concern·ed. to HaL:.e their mm expert assess;,1ents. Uhere a ruajor 
emerc.ency occurs, inv0lvinG the facilities and resources of a number of orGanizations 
the nest practical first step may well be prompt assenblinc and dispatch of a joint 
inter-•ae:;ency aission to assess the over---all need for outside help. This does 
not have to hold up the irnnecl.iate dispatch of interim quantities of materials lmmm 
to be basic requirei:1ents in any disaster situation: but an early and comprehensive 
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over• -a.11 f:l,ssessnent of neec1s is essential if there is to be a saving of time. effort 
anc1 ex1Jense and an avoic1ance of confusion at a later stage, r;/ 

40, In this area of e::pertise O the Unit eel. ~:at ions system has acquired a 
consic1erable auount of ex1Jerience and competence in receni.:; years. The ides, of joint 
1ncer,ae:;ency nissions is not a new one, havin1:; been usec1 on occasion in earlier 
decnc~es; o.s stated 0,bove 9 not one but two inter-a~ency ::nissions h/ were dispatched 
to Peru on the occasion of the cl.iso..strous earthqual:e there in lTay- 1970; and. earlier 
e:~ru;1ples could c:tlso be citeC.. Dut as experience in c1ealin3 with clisasters of 
various kinds becar:1.e uore extensive, as the nunber of sitvations increased in which 
the UniteC. iTations :i:'araily 1ms c2,lled upon for assistance cmc: following the 
estr,,blish,.1ent of u;m~o O in p2.rticular, the device of the joint inter"a~ency 
assessment mission bec2ne ;.1ore and more cornr,on. Agency responses to the 
qnestionno,ires conpleted in :;,·esponse to the ~)resent study recorded 30 instances 
(sor1e of then overlapping) in uhich ae;encies participatec1 in joint assessment 
missions.· as uell as lr6 nissions uhich they themselves dis-patched for their mm 
pu;,·poses. 

1~1. ':!ithin very recent :,,.rears the joint assessment Elissions have cone into 1-.1ore 
frequent use as a resuJ_t of the establishnent of the Office of the Co-orC:5nator 
for SJ,ecial ~cono1;1ic Assistance Procrammes. Here, an interest inc; difference in 
ap~1:;,~oach uould appear to be enerc;inc; ~ as between this neu Office on the one h.::rnc1 
ancl_ the functionnl or oper[ltional ar,;encies (such as UiTIC~r'.) UITIICR and HFP) or the 
other. 'I'his Office, havinc essentially co--ordinatinc; responsibilities but lackinc 
fin2nci2.l resources of o.ny ldnc1 to enable it to cf',rry out an operational role, 
ap;;iears to be aore dis:,,osec1 i.:;o tnrn to the device of an inter--ac;ency assessment 
nission tho.n r-:.o the functional or operational ar;encies ,, 1rhich are r,1ore lil~ely to 
iclentify a situo.tion c.s one ca.llinc; for direct action on their ::_1art anc1 to initiate 
?,cti0i1 accorc1inc;ly. In the case of lJNICtF, UlTIICR ancl_ UPP:. the need to taL:e direct 
actio:'l uould arrpear to have top priority in their ~1inc"':.s. This is unc1oubtec7-ly a 
result of the fact that these ac:encies, unlike the Office of the Co--orclinator 
for Special :":conomic Pssistrmce Progra111.@~s, have substanti2.l financio.l anc1 other 
:resources o.t their c-:.is:rosal uhich they are in a position to deploy inu,1ec~iately. 

;/ In this conne::tion, the follouinc cor.1ment is worthy of attention. ;;The 
crucial ouestion here is: hmr to balance infoI'I'ler;_ clecision uith speed of 
ic1terven-~ion. In other uorcl.s ~ should assistance be rushecl. ui th the risk that 
actioE uill be partly irrelevant'.) or should action be delayed uith the :risl: that 
relief will co111e too late? Fielcl_ data collected over the last decade suc;cest that 
the over-•e.11 effectiveness of relief would indeed be i11proved if speed ,;ms trac1-ec1-
off for better inforuation. :: 9uotec1 from ilichel F. Le chat~ ,;Medical care and. 
n2,tural cl.isasters ; 0 U}DRO i::eus ~ Se:.iternber 1980, (Professor Lechat is Director of 
the International Centre for Disaster J:::pic1-euiolo-'3y, Louvo.in University, Belcium), 

h/ One of these: a joint mission of the Economic Co;,:n,iission for Latin Ar1erica 
an,]. the Lo..tin .American Institute for Econo101ic and Socil:'cl Planning had as its object 
to rnal:e a broad assessrient of the disaster ir,1pact ~ the other UHDP/IBRD nission 
ainec1- at identi:fyin:::; specific projects to be undertaken by the United Hations 
fanily as 1x:1.rt of the rehnbilitation-reconstruction process. 
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1!-2. Jmo·chel' },oint ,-rorth notj_nc; is that the ,joint 2,ssessE1.ent mission seems to be 
v.tilizecl. nore frequentl~r uithin the Uniteu Ho.tions syste:1 - uhose agencies recorded 
27 of the :;o joil1t r2issions :.:e:9orte,J. .. than the :i.1on•-•Unitec~ Fations ac:;encies such as 
IC(i. ICl"tC 2.nc1 LHCS which ,ronlcl__ a,ppear to lmve a ;_)reference for the sincle ac,:ency 
1.1isd.ons _ :'.s shmm by tile fnct that 23 o::' the l:G o.c;ency missions ,; 7ere recorc.1ed 
by ·these ·chree Don -Uniterl_ iTo,tio,·rn ~'.,~encics _ co:,,1pC'.rec1 to only tuo _joint inteT -w;ency 
~·1J_ss1ons o 

1:J. The c•cvelopr-1ent of tlle joint 2ssessrnent Hission 2.s ;:,, clevice for co--ordin2.tin:-,;, 
o..t t:ie initial stc1,r,:es o:f 2. r1isc,ster _ the assess,:~ent o:f i1eecls represents one of the 
iiJ.ost ii.,c)oi·trrnt advrrnces in hc,,t('linc; crnerc_;encies 1Jy the Uni·ted :iJations systen durinc; 
the ,,::1,s c JJ) years. i'. consiclerr>,ble an01mt of e::Dcrici1cc anc1 e::pertise has lieen 
,r·;e,i•iec:l the teclrn.ic1cucs m':' c;cttherinr': i·elev,mt ··0.to. llC'.ve been acquired c.nc1 i1,1r:::;.·ovec.7-: 
stc,nd:::.l·,"::, aHc7_ units o:f ;1r;::_-,_s1,:r21H:mi~ fo:;_· asscssin:-; neec1s have been cJ.evelope<~-' itost 
ir:ipo:;.-·c::i.nt of all 3,erhn1,s ~ t;1e }):·ocess o:f proclucinc,; a joint assessnent by o, telli,l of 
indivicl11.:cls, eo.ch one re~ciresenting 2, cl.i:f:feTent element in the United nations systeiil 
( to::ether vith the rel2.te(l_ vollmtary orc~anizo.tions) 112.s had the result of producing, 
in ·clle report ,rhich ener.3es; 2. collective inventory of need nnd: at tines 1 o, ceneral 
1110.n of c,ction · :J.nd h~s? th:;.·011'_)1 the co -orC.inated app:·o[",ch to.ken in the production 
of -cl1e J:c:,ort itself 0, set the stac;e fo:;.· ( althouc;l1 it coulc"!.. not ~uo..rantee) n. 
sub::,-c~•.ffcicJ_ c1-e(3:;.·ee of co--orc,ination in the inrilementation o:f the enerc-;ency-• 
o,s3istm1ce: nro:3r8r-li1e. 

F TL'e 1·equired by a~ency to rec-.ch _ initial decision 
to res-oonc"!. 

l!l:.. 'I'he c:,0 u2stionno..ire circulated to a:-;encies sou~ht to ootain infonmtion o..s to 
the retails of the process lec,(iine; up to o.n ac;ency: s decision to respond to an 
~npco.l for hL-u·,:anito,rio.n enerc;ency 2ssisto..nce, in orc1er to c7-.eterrc1-ine whether this uas 
;:,_ possible source of c7-.e:lay. ~('he :responses provic1ec"~ vere reassuring. ~Tithot1.t 
c::c:o·,,tion .. 2.c;cncies reporte('_ ·tho:c the;r clo not llo.ve to c:1,~rP.i t ct decision froF1 2.ny of 
the TTi,itec7_ ;r;:,_tions le.--::islo.tive Ol·cans before tC'J~in,n: a (l.ecision 0 provic."led tlmt the 
nac1~::e oi' the aiC :rcciucstecl :falls uithin the a::,;ency; s ·ce:n~s of rei"erence, 
Rcso11.rtio,1s of the Gene:i:~'.l _i\sse11.bly O Secl.':i'.'ity Council or the Econonic anc7- Social 
Covncil tynico.lly follou 2.nc, enc"lorsc O rat:i1er tho.n :preccc"c 3.ction t:-.J:en to provicle 
lnnmnito.r1.::m enerc;enc~r assistance. The s2:-:.1e is true of' resolutions acl.optec1 1)y 
8.[~encics o A~·;encics c;enerall;y rei_,ortecl_ th3.t the exec11.tive head of the ore:;anization 
h2.s the authority~ -~/ 1,ithout :ft~rther reference to the le.:_;islati ve level: to take 
uatever action is required. uithin the ac;ency 1 s i.:.lanc7-atc •- a.nc"!. o:f course 1rithin the 
o.';enc:,r • s fj_n_o,11ci2,l li;·_1its. The infon1.2.tion provided in the questionnaires 8,s to the 
exact c1o.:t:.es on which rec:1cuests for assistance were recei vec7- ana. the dates on uhich 
n decision to res:ronc1 fo.vour2,bly was reachecl. conf~rnec1 that responses uere proupt 
anc1-. c..lr1ost Limedie.te. UnC.oubteclly delays have occurretl. o,t the country level, in 

i/ In the case o1 WFP, the I'.;:ecutive Director acts upon a decision that is taken. 
by tl1e· Director,-Gener8.l of FAO 11hicll is~ to all intents and purposes,·, G.utor.mtic. lTo 
furthe;~ l•eference to o, lcc_;islc.ti ve autho:;.·itJr is neec"lecl.. 

I ... 
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launc_hinc; an appeal - sor:1etiHes for political; at other times; for bureaucratic or 
administrc..tive reasons. Occasionally 9 delays have also occurred because of the 
necessity of relaying the appeal from one point (to uhich the appeal was directed) 
to another ( which was in a better position to deal with it). Delays have also 
arisen on occasion as a result of lec;islative decisions; but the evidence presented 
by the responding agencies themselves and confirmed from other sources establishes 
cle:irly that with rare and occasional exceptions, the ac;ency decision to respond 
favourably rests with the eJ~ecutive head ( on delegation from his legislative 
authority) and is given promptly •·• in most cases inrnediately - on receipt of the 
appec1.l for help. 

G. Adequacy of available financial resources 

1f5. One of the most sie;nificant facts emergine; from a review of the United Nations 
systeE1 1 s activity in the field of humanitarian emergency assistance relates to the 
remarkable c;ro,;-rth in the volume of financial resources placed at the disposal of 
the participating agencies. This has 9 of course 9 been necessitated by the 
increasin3: number of humanitarian emerGencies calling for international action 
which have erupted in recent years and the large--scale nature of a number of these 
emerc~encies. Agency responses to the questionnaires distributed in connexion with 
the present report confirmed that the amount of financial support provided from 
the 11:;.~ec;ular:; budcets of individual agencies has gro,;m substantially in recent 
years but remains at a relatively raodest level in relation to the total amounts now 
beinG spent. In fact, contributions from regular budc;ets now constitute a smaller 
percentace of the whole than they did earlier when the total volume of expenditure 
was lm-rer. 

116. To illustrate the extent of the c;rowth in expenditures on humanitarian 
'ai:;sistance, the bud.{;et of the Hic;h Conmissioner for Refuc;ees which seven years ac;o 
was of the order of ::;25 rnillion { regular budget and extrabud[ietary funds) reached 
a level close to ~;500 aillion in 1980. Emergency food aid, provided throuc;h UFP 
fron its mm energency funa_s and from the International Emergency Food Reserve 
( established within the past decade) has grown frora i:;7 million annually seven years 
ago to :)122. 5 Llillion in 1979 and approximately 1~150 million in 1980. Until recent 
years, these amounts have been e;~pended principally for assistance in cases of 
natural disaster, but P.A0/1!FP reports that for 1980 0 60 per cent of the food relief 
provided has been for man-Hade disasters. 

47. Expenditures of UlJICEF outside of its normal proc;ramme of activity, for 
purposes of huraanitarian assistance in cases of man--made emergencies have also , 
increased c;reatly in the period under review. Hot only was UNICEF a major 
participating agency in the provision of emergency humanitarian assistance to 
Bangladesh, but more recently, in association with the International Conm1ittee of the 
Red Cross O it has served as the lead agency for the provision of emergency aid ,rith 
Kampuchea. As such, UNICEF and ICRC were jointly responsible for an operation 
involving a total expenditure of approximately 8500 million in the 15-month period 
ending 31 Deceri1ber 1980 -· of which UNICEF itself expended fror,1 extra-budgetary 
sources, approximately {'.;75 million. 
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48. The l!orld Health OrBanization? too, has established, in order to meet its 
responsibilities in enereency situations? an Executive Board Special Fund and more 
recently, o. Special Account f'or Disasters and Hation!:'.l Ce,tastrophes. The resources 
available from these funds are relatively modest in comparison to those made 
available to l!.HO for its health-support activities from other sources. 

1r9. Increasec1 personnel ancl f'inancial resources have also been provided :for these 
humanitarian assistance proGra:mmes by the 1;iajor voluntary ac;encies. Hhile detailed 
fic;ures are not available on this point, the League of Red Cross Societies reports 
a total of approximately 100 million Swiss francs ~nually expended from its :funds 
on emergency situations averagine; 22 annually during the period under review. 
Durine this period also {1973-1979), ICRC has reported that its staff resources 
to r.1eet the increasinc; number of emergency situations have had to be increased 
from 570 to 750 - an increase of al.most one third. The staff e;rowth of the Office 
of -che IIi3h Cor.nnissioner for Refuc;ees has been even more remarkable: from less than 
300 as recently as 1974 to uore than 900 {excluding project staff) in 1900. 

H. IrilLlediate availability of financial resources 

50. Second only to the volume of financial resources available in cases of 
eaerGency is the question of their prompt availability when needec1. The most 
critical perioc.1~ in emergencies calling for hUL1anitarian assistance from the · 
international community, is the first few weeks ancl months of any r.aan-raade disaster. 
The dispatch of needed supplies - especially bulk supplies - inevitably involves 
loc;istical delays:, but before the supplies themselves can be ordered or sent on 
their uay? financial cornmitments must be made and the necessary funds raust be 
available. Here, a considerable amount of progress has been made in the past 
10 years. A number of agencies have entrusted to their executive heads the 
authority to enter into imnediate financial comraitments without beine required to 
seek additional authority before doin8 so. Prior to the creation of United Nations 
Disaster Relief, the Secretary-General himself was authorized to draw immediately 
upon the Uorking Capital Fund of the United Nations to the extent of $20,000 for 
any one natural disaster up to a total of $200,000 in any one year. The Uni tec.1 
Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator toe.lay has had this authority extended to a 
level of' (i30 ,000 per country, with a limit of 12 requests for emergency assistance 
annually. The I:xecutive Cornnittee of U:!'THCR has created a f:>10 riillion Thi1ergency 
F1.md and has authorizec1 the HiGh Commissioner to draw upon it in case of an 
emerc;ency not provided for in his regular programme, u:9 to a maximum of C4 Billion 
for any country in any one year. The Governing Council of UJ'TDP has civen to its 
Administrator, the authority, followine; a natural disaster? to commit up to 
:;30 ,000 in immediate relief assistance. Moreover j the Council established limits 
of (n. million per disaster, 1)2 million a year per country from the mmP ProGrrumile 
Reserve for post-disaster technical assistance following a natural disaster. The 
Executive Board of U:IUCI:F, also, has increased its Emerc;ency Reserve in the last 
10 years and from ~)200 ,000 to ~~3 million per year may be expended at the discretion 

,, 
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of the Executive Director. ,j / Some of the other agencies, however, particularly 
those less directly or continuously involved in disaster operations, still lack 
provision in their regular bude-ets or other financial arranr,:ements for 11 instant 11 

money that can be exnended by the executive head without further appropriation 
or authority, necessitating legislative authority or special contributions from 
outside donors. In the case of the United Nations, for example, while the 
Secretary-General has the authority under the Financial Regulations to draw upon 
the Working Capital Fund up to a maximum of t2 million in an emergency relating 
to peace and security, he has no such authority to provide instant initial funding 
to meet urgent needs, even on a reimbursable basis, in situations calling for 
humanitarian emergency assistance. Fhere advance authority has not been given 
by the legislative authority to the executive head, the response inevitably involves 
greater delay in the mobilization of the needed financial resources to enable an 
agency to carry out the particular responsibilities assigned to it. 

51. In assessing the promptness with which funds can be made available to assist 
in emergencies, it is necessary to take into account not only the delegation of 
authority from the legislative body to the executive head, but the further 
delegation of spending authority to officers in the field. Here, the need to 
maintain effective control over, and accountability for, monies disbursed presents 
a problem. However, progress is beine; made on this front as well, as evidencea. 
by the action currently being taken by the High Commissioner for Refugees to 
broaden the authority of officers in the field to incur expenditures and 
obligations up to prescribed limits, when faced with immediate emergency needs. 
The United Nations Children's Fund, too, has given to its local representatives 
authority to spend up to $25,000 on their own authority in an emergency without 
having first to seek authority from the head office. 

I. Stockpiling: pre-positioning of supplies 

52. It is one thing of course to assure, through early notification, and 
delegation of decision-makin~ and financial authority to an executive head, that 
a favourable response to an appeal for emergency help can be quickly given; it is 
quite another matter to get the needed help on its way and into position in the 
country or countries affected. Medical or other supplies required in relatively 
small quantities or which need relatively little space can, of course, be mobilized 
quickly and shipped by air; but bulk supplies - notably staple foods and shelter 
materials which are typically among the items roost urgently required are not so 
easily moved to the desired destination. The assurance of adequate and quickly 
available transport for materials and personnel generally remains one of the more 
intractable difficulties faced by agencies working in the emergency-assistance 
field. 

j/ The Executive Director of UNICEF has recently announced his intention to 
propose a further increase in the size of its Emergency Fund to $5 million. 
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53. The organizations with the greatest experience in this highly complex area 
of operations are undoubtedly WFP itself and ICM. The former of these has 
acquired the greatest experience of any organization in arranging the surface 
transportation of bulk supplies: ICM has specialized in making the transportation 
arraneements for resettling almost 3 million refugees and mi~rants over the last 
30 years, with transportation of materials as a secondary concern. Together, 
these two agencies provide a valuable resource in the area of transport for other 
agencies. 

54. However, even the expertise provided by these two organizations in mobilizing 
needed transport could not, in the best of circumstances, assure immediate 
delivery of the bulk supplies, particularly food, required as one of the first 
items of need in any large-scale emergency. As a consequence, a number of 
agencies have resorted to stockpiling, in strate~ic locations, quantities of needed 
materials on which emergency-relief agencies may draw should the need arise. The 
comprehensive report of the Secretary•-General on assistance in cases of natural 
disaster (E/4994 of 13 t1ay 1971) described briefly the various stockpiling 
programmes which were in effect at the time of preparing that report - notably the 
UNICEF depot in Copenhagen (known as UNIPAC), the modest medical stockpile of WHO 
at headquarters and in the regions, the several regional supply centres of LRCS 
and also the United Nations Supply Depot at Pisa. k/ These centres provide modest, 
but readily available quantities of medical supplies and equipment, as well as 
other needed non-perishable items such as tents, blankets, clothing, footwear. 
and even limited quantities of transport vehicles. The size of these stockpiling 
programmes has grown considerably in the years since the report of the Secretary
General was written. Taken together, they represent an investment in the range of 
tens of millions of dollars: their value consists essentially in the speed with 
which needed materials and sup~lies can be transported by air to the place where 
they are needed. National disaster stockpiles, including, in some cases, civil 
defence stockpiles, stand as a second line of reserve to be drawn upon, with the 
consent of the Governments concerned and with the assurance of eventual replacement 
of the supplies thus borrowed. 

55. 1Tith respect to food aid, the creation of the International Emergency Food 
Reserve (IEFR) in 1976 as a supplement to the World Food Programme's own emergency 
food resources represented a major advance towards the goal of providing a 
continuing reserve on which agencies and Member States facing emergency situations 
could draw with confidence. The problem of transport and prompt availability 
still remained, however, and continues to present a problem. The Uorld Food 
Programme has adopted a variety of devices to cope with this problem-: reliance 
on national stocks; drawing upon reserves available in other countries within a 
region; pre-positioning of emergency food supplies when information as to the 
onset of a slowly developing energency can be obtained; ad hoc expedient measures 

k/ The League of Red Cross Societies reports that it is currently negotiating 
for a-number of additional regional centres (four exist at the present time) and 

_.:that its policy is also to encourage its national societies to build emergency 
stockpiles uf non-perishable items. 
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such a.s te:r.1porary borrowinr; from stocks in situ but reserved for development 
projects in the country affected or in neir;hbourinr countries:, and, diversion of 
shipments, already en route, froEJ. their scheduled destinations to the afflicted 

. country. All of these expedients have hel:ped to alleviate but have not 
succeeded fully in eliminatin{'s the delays inherent in the probleI!' presented by 
the need to utilize slow-I'l.ovinri: surface transport to I'l~ve bulky supnlies over 
lon~ distances from the donor countries to the crisis area. 

56. The problem of transportation lor:istics to a stricken area and equally of 
distribution lor:istics within the a:fflicted country rerr:.ains one of the most 
intractable in the entire field of disaster relief. In most of the developine 
countries which are most susceptible to disasters, rail, highway, air and ,rater 
transportation facilities are less then adequa.te 2,nd hir;hly suscentible to 
disruption in times of crisis. As a consec1uence, delays in the distribution of 
needed sunplies to the stricken e.reas occur and result in criticism, often 
unwarranted, of the agencies in the field. 

J. rnlargement of reaa.i2_-y available. exnerienced manpouer nool_ 

57. Honey, :mr'.terial and manpmrer are the three essential ingredients in any 
administrative task and the task of orp-anizinr to meet the consequences of 
man-made disasters is not unique in this rer:ard. Not only is it necessary to 
recruit and denloy additional personnel to meet these e::-nergencies· but, in large 
part, the t:rpes of personnel required are different from those normally employed 
in plannin~ and implementinc: lon~-ranrre prorrarr~es of health improvement, social 
betterment or development assistance. Personnel with operational experience in 
the face of emergency situations are extremely difficult to recruit at short 
notice: in this case, it is not the problem of transportation, but rather that 
of selection, recruitment and release from current assifrL~ents that creates delay. 

58. The expanded nature of emer,c,:ency-•relief onerations uithin recent vears has 
created. a particularly acute shortage of exnerienced and competent manpower in 
all ae;encies. Yet this fact in itself has a !!!ore positive side 1,hich may 
represent, in the lon~er run, a distinct advantare to the hard-pressed 
or2'anizations. Larve nur;ibers of _personnel, both experienced and inexperienced, 
are employed today in emerr:ency orerations of various kinds. It has Blready been 
pointed out tha.t acencies such os U:i'TIICR and ICRC are operatinr: today with rreatly 
increased numbers of personnel as compared to previous years. The same is true 
of the other ma,ior agencies concerned with the p-rovision of humanitarian 
emergency assistance. From this enlarged pool of manpouer, concerted efforts need 
to be made to ensure that experienced and competent personnel will emerGe in 
e;reater numbers than befor_e to contribute their s!:ills in future e!'1ergencies. 
With a modicum of training ·(token amounts of which A.ppear to have been undertaken 
to date), a valuable pool of personnel, e~perienced in various aspects of relief 
operations, can be assured in this way. The Office of the United nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees and other agencies have developed intensive training 
programmes for both field and headquarters nersonnel to improve the skills of 
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existing and newly recruited staff. The Horld Health Organization, as well, in 
addition to training key personnel in over-all disaster management, has built 
up a roster of health personnel experienced and available for service in 
emergencies; other agencies have undoubtedly done the same to a greater or lesser 
degree. But organized, co-ordinated training programmes for personnel to deal 
in the emer~encies have been slow to develop. 

59. In this connexion, Sweden and a number of other member States he.ve taken a 
valuable initiative in organizing, training and making available on short notice, 
when needed, teams of skilled experienced persons to supplement the personnel 
resources of agencies working in disaster situations. The Swedish Stand-by Force, 
created by law to assist in "relief activities abroad in connexion with natural 
disasters or similar events", was actually established in the late 1960s and 
has, since then, served in a number of disaster situations, be~inning with the 
1970 earthquake in Peru and continuing to the present day. It was co~pletely 
restructured in 1972 and is currentlv renderinr, important assistance in the field 
of camp manageMent and other tasks to the High ComI!"issioner for Refu~ees in 
Somalia. Personnel recruited for the Stand-by Force are enrolled for a year at 
a time and must be available within 7 to 10 days at most to serve abroad for a 
maximum period of 6 months. They serve in small self--contained. uni ts which 
specialize in command and administrative functions, survival techniques, health, 
technical assistance, transportation and storinr. 

K. Elimination of technical obstacles to international movement 
of emer~ency suppliesq equipment and personnel 

60. It might logically be expected when a major disaster occurs, reqm.rinr the 
speedy mobilization of personnel and material resources to be rushed to the aid 
of masses of suffering humanity, that Governments would do everything possible 
to set aside the arrangements which normally regulate the movement of supplies, 
eQuipment and personnel across international borders but create delavs in 
respondine to emerr:encies. Such, unfortunately~ is not alvays the case. Hot 
infrequently, agencies respondins to appeals for emercency assistance find that 
donor Governments, neighbourine Governments and even recipient Governments have 
shown considerable reluctance to waive the normal bureaucratic requirements for 
the exit, entry or trans-shipment of supplies, equipment and personnel destined 
for the relief of suffering masses of population. Res~onses by Governments to 
a survey conducted a few years aeo by UNDRO in association with the League of Red 
Cross Societies showed thRt not all Govern..ments were willing to lift· the normal 
restrictions on food imports, even for essential relief supplies. Feuer than 
half of those responding were prepared to offer free concessional rates fot' the 
shipment of supplies abroad on their national airlines. Some countries still will 
not allow overfli~ht or transit-landing rights to non-scheduled aircraft carrying 
relief supplies. Fewer than half provide priority access to international 
communications facilities for relief personnel. Normal commercial documentation 
for relief consignments (certificates of origin, consular invoices, import 
licences and fumigation certificates) continues to be required by fully half the 
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recipient countries. Entry visas are required in half to two thirds of the cases 
for u£ited Hations and other personnel ca"min~ to assist in the hUP1.anitarian 
effort, and exit visas are also required of United Nations personnel in many 
instances, including by some donor Governments. 

61. In an effort to initiate action which mir,ht eventually cut throurh some of 
this jungle of bureaucratic obstacles to smooth and efficient relief operations~ 
the Economic and Social Council at its sixty-third session, by resolution 
2102 (LXIII) of 3 Aup;ust 1977, requested U!JDRO to assemble information with 
regard to this problem. At latest report (A/35/228, paras. 65-68 and A/32/64, 
annex II) fewer than one third of all member States (16 donor and 26 potential 
recipient Govern!Ilents) had taken the trouble to respond to the inquiry sent tc-
them by UilDRO. Despite this poor response, efforts to gather more complete 
information are continuinr,, and even the incomplete information made available thus 
far provides a useful base on which planning for remedial action can be undertaken. 
Some progress has already been achieved in recent years in removing or lowering 
a number of these barriers to the expeditious movement of relief supplies and 
personnel. More vill undoubtedly be achieved as time goes on and as Governments 
come to realize that not only the international organizations to .-Thom they look 
for help in these eTiergencie£, but also Governments themselves can do much, by 
their own actions, to improve the speed and efficiency of international relief 
operations when disaster strikes. 

III • INTER--1\.GENCY CO-ORDil'TJ\.Timr 

62. The previous section of the ~resent report has concentrated on the ways in 
which individual ar;encies have moved to strenr,then their respective capacities 
to implement the roles assigned to them by their mandates in emergency situations. 
Effective interagency co-ordination obviously depends very heavily on the capacity 
of the individual agencies in the team to implement their particular tasks. 
There can be little doubt that the capabilities of the individual aeencies to do 
their part in meetine emergency situations are substantially greater today than 
they were when the Secretary-General presented his last comprehensive review in 
May 1971. The reasons for this improvement are nll!'.erous - the additional agencies 
or instrumentalities for assistance (for example~ lJl'1DRO and the International 
Emergency Fooc:t :Reserve (IEFR)) which have been created in this period; the much 
larger volumes of emergency aid which the agencies have been able to :rn.obilize, 
thanks to the renerosity of the donor Govern~ents; and the additional experience 
which a['"encies have acquired over the last decade as they have faced and 
successfully overcome, in lar{".e part, the difficulties inherent in coping with 
sudden, frequently chaotic, emereency situations. 

63. The concluding section of the report will consider, as requested in Economic 
and Social Council resolution 1980/43, the developments which have taken place 
within the past 10 years to improve interar,ency co-ordination in coping with 
man-made emergencies. In fact, the aways and means 11 by which the United nations 
system has, auring this period, carried out its role of co-ordinating and 
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implementin~ humanitarian ener~ency assistance activities, are essentially the 
same as those of previous decades. It was for that reason that a considerable 
amount of attention was devoted, in an ea.rlier part of the present report 
(chap. I) to the evolution of the urocedures, in the decades of the 1050s and 
1960s, by which the United ~fat ions svstem' s capabilities for <'l.ealine; with 
emerr:encies were stren~thened and developed. It is not, hmTever, the invention 
of new ways and means that determines the effectiveness of the efforts of the 
United IJations system to render assistance in times 0f ern.erp:ency~ !'luch less 
depends on the sheer mechanics of co• -ordination than on the co-onerative spirit 
and attitude which agencies manifest in sharinr, their common hurden. 

64. Interagency co-.ordination is not, of course, an end in itself; in fact, as 
lon8 as the emergency situation is relatively simple in nature, involvin~ the 
responses of a single major agency, or at r'lost one or bro other sunnortin.c:i; 
agencies, the problem of interagency co-ordination need not occ2sion '.'Treat concern 
or call for elaborate procedures to ensure effective co-ordinl:'.tion. This is, in 
fact, the situation with most humanitarian emergencies of normal size and , 
cormlexity. Fhere refugees are concerned, it is clear that the ma,ior responsibility\! 
is that of ill'JHCR; in case of an e1Jidemic or health emer(sency in some other form, 1 

'\ITIO is obviously the ae:ency primarily concerned. Lar~e--scale e,·1ergency food 
requirements resulting from the uprootin~ of ~asses of population, with the 
conseq_uent disruption of local food production, clearly involves the twin 
capacities of FAO and 'TFP. ,-!hen hostilities break out, it is ICRC which, in 
accordance with the 1949 Geneva Conventions, carries the main responsibility ·for 
caring for the wounded, ensurinf the humane treatment of prisoners and tracing 
missing persons with a view to family reunion. Situations of the ldnd described 
are fairly obvious. One particular a~ency is clearly responsible: it takes the 
lead and the others ( usually a number of smaller intervovernmental or voluntar~r 
a~encies), provide supplementary support services to those provided by the leading 
ae;ency. It is not in these kinds of situations, but in :r,ore com:olex and difficult 
ones, involving political factors and a multiplicity of agencies, that the real 
need for effective co-ordinating mechanisms arises. 

65. IIere, the United Nations system faces its r:reatest challenr:e - to uork 
effectively as a te8111, not as an a~cregation of ap:encies - within the circle of 
the United nations family itself and beyond that, uithin the lare:er group of 
public and voluntary humanite,rian agencies vhose respective inputs are indispensable 
to a successful resolution of the numerous humanitarian crises confrontin~ the 
international community in today's unsettled world. If the cor.1.ponents of the 
United I'Tations system and the co-operating inter.7overnJ11ental and voluntary arrencies 
are not to speak with "one voice 11 , the least that can be expected of them is that 
they perform as a harmonious chorus and not as a babel of dissonant and discordant 
voices. The 11 one voice 1' concept of interagency ~a-operation, 'based upon a willinu; 
acceptance of the need for integrated and co-ordinated effort and a central role 
of leadership to ensure effective over--all performance has proven its value in the 
most important and extensive humanitarian activities in which the United !Tations 
has been involved over the nast decade. In one form or another - either as a focal 
point, a lead ar::ency, a. co-ordinator or a special representative - the '7one voice'' 
principle has been adopted for most of the major man--made emergencies of the 
period under review. 
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66. Co-ordination among equals is frequently difficult to achieve, even in the 
-best of circumstances. Even more is this likely to be true in the rush and 
pressure of efforts to organize to meet sudden emergenaies. One of the most 
essential requirements is a clear definition of the roles of each participating 
agency and a clear understandin", of that role on the part of all concerned. Each 
agency must have a clear definition and understanding of its own role, as well 
as that of the other agencies with which it is called upon to co-operate. The 
larger the number of participating agencies, the greater the difficulty in this 
regard. 

67. In various ways, the United Nations has attempted to meet this difficult 
problem. The decision in 1965 to recognize the UNDP resident representative in 
the field as the person responsible for bringine together the local representatives 
of the other aGencies (both public and private) and also representatives of donor 
and other interested Governments represents one constructive approach to this 
problem. In an effort to ensure a better understanding of their respective roles, 
UNDRO and UNDP, in December 1979, agreed upon and issued revised instructions 
for illTDP resident representatives regarding their duties as representatives 
ex officio of UNDRO in the event of natural disaster. The principles embodied in 
this agreement, while limited to natural disasters, could readily be extended, 
with adaptations if necessary, to other disaster situations. 

68. In addition to the UNDRO-UJ\TDP revised agreement of 1979, Memoranda of 
Understanding have also been signed between UNDRO and most, if not all, of the 
specialized agencies concerned with disaster situations. Basically these Memoranda 
attempt to set out, between each agency and UNDRO, the ground rules for .the 
co-ordination of their functions and activities on a bilateral basis. Some of these 
ag;reements, as in the case of WFP, go back to 1976 or earlier years. Similar 
agreements have also been entered into between UNDRO and other United Nations 
organs such as UNHCR, UNEP, UNIDO etc. The United Nations Children's Fund and 
HFP have also concluded a formal working agreement relating to their respective 
roles in meeting the needs of children and· other vulnerable groups in times of 
emergency. Less formal arrangements for the mutual definition of roles have been 
made between WFP and UNHCR, LRCS, ICRC and numbers of voluntary organizations, 
all of them for the purpose of improving the flow of information concerning 
emergencies, speeding up relief deliveries and increasing the effectiveness of 
food distribution. 

69. Properly developed and elaborated, first on a bilateral and later on a 
multilateral basis, these mutually agreed statements of the respective roles of 
the various agencies can do. much to define and give precision to the tasks that 
each one is capable of carrying out, in time of actual need. 
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B. Adequacy of a~ency mandates 

70. As roles are defined and clarified between and among agencies, it becomes 
possible to identify areas of potential confusion due to overlapping, as well 
as gaps in ser-vice for which no agency is clearly responsible. Not all of the 
agencies have clear or precisely defined terms of reference. The World Health 
Organization, for example, is one of the few agencies which has responsibility 
for emergencies written into its constitution (arts. 2 (d), 28 (i) and 58). The 
United Nations Children's Fund is one of the few whose mandate extends to all 
peoples and territories without regard to the question of membership.in the 
United Nations or any of its specialized agencies. The Forld Food Progra!l1me and 
most, if not all, United Nations agencies and orp;ans have, within the past few 
years, recognized most liberation movements as eligible for emergency food aid, 
provided they have been recognized by the United Nations General Assembly or the 
governing bodies of at least one United Nations specialized agency. In these ways, 
gaps to eligibility for assistance are gradually being closed. There are still, 
however, a number of lacunae; for example, in the case of non-food agricultural 
assistance provided by FAO, this is limited to States members of the organization, 
and there is still a good deal of uncertainty as to where the responsibility for 
meeting the needs of displaced persons (other than refugees) within a country 
resides. The Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees has filled this void 
in a number of instances (for example, in Cyprus) either on the request of the 
Secretary-General, the United Nations General Assembly or on his own initiative; 
but uncertainty remains as to where this responsibility officially lies. · 

C. Difficulties of implementation 

71. Problems arise also ,,Ti th respect to the transport of emergency food supplies, 
equipment and personnel and, in particular, the logistics of distribution within 
an affected country. The World Food Proo;ramme is recognized as the co-ordinatine; 
agency, responsible for multilateral food movements from the points where donor 
Governments make them available to their ports of destination in the affected 
country. Frequently also, WFP is s.sked to act as co-ordinator of bilateral food 
movements on behalf of donor Governments. On occasion, it has even taken the 
responsibility for co-ordination of distribution within a country. The 
difficulties inherent in this area of activity are well known and have been 
referred to earlier in the present report. They include not only the problem of 
mobilizing and redeploying surface transport for the shipment of bulk food 
items but also the difficulties presented by limited capacity at the ports of 
destination and the lack of adequate road transport facilities within the affected 
countries - in some of which only minimal highway systems exist. Equally important 
in some instances is the problem of financing the costs of distribution of 
supplies within the country when the Government itself is unable to do so. The 
World Food Programme normally meets the cost of transport of bulk food supplies 
to the port of entry and, in some cases, shares in the responsibility for internal 1 
distribution; but there is no clear-cut a~reement in all cases on the responsibilit 
for meeting the costs or internal distribution, and this represents a grey area 
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in the over-all assignment of responsibility for coping with major food 
emergencies. Uhile, as previously stated, WFP and ICM are the agencies with the 
greatest experience and capability in the furnishing of transport facilities, 
'it is clear that this remains one of the problem areas in the provision of 
humanitarian emergency assistance, and that untimely delays in the transportation 
and distribution of food supplies and other essential materials are frequently 
attributed to the responsible agencies without adequate consideration being 
given to the overwhelming difficulties which they inevitably encounter. 

D. Mechanisms for improved co-ordination 

72. Throuchout the years of the United Nations existence, a number of formal 
mechanisms have been developed within the system for the purpose of ensuring 
better co-ordination ·of individual agency efforts. This is not an easy thing to 
ensure in a context which involves the contributions, in terms of money, materials 
and personnel, of a variety of United Nations agencies, each one of them 
operating as a fully independent or largely autonomous entity and an equally 
large number of intergovernmental or voluntary organizations working in a complex 
series of multilateral as well as bilateral relationships in the same emergency. 
As long ago as 1950, the first Secretary-General of the United Nations, Trygve Lie, 
in a much simpler situation than exists today, set a precedent by appointing 
a co-ordinator to act for him in the Ecuadorian earthquake-relief operation. As 
time went on, the concept of "co-ordination" gave way to "concerted action", 
which gave greater emphasis to the equal status of the various agencies within 
the United Nations family. 1/ In 1970 (as mentioned above), Secretary-General 
U Thant proposed, and later confirmed by appointment, the establishment of a 
focal point in the United Nations, "from which to initiate action and exercise 
more effective co-ordination". The original idea was that the individual working 
in this capacity should serve at Headquarters and be the adviser to the Secretary
General as well as represent him in all situations involving natural or human
disaster situations. Shortly thereafter, with the onset of the troubles in 
East Pakistan, leading to the flight of millions of refugees into India, the 
High Commissioner for Refugees was designated on the spot as the "focal point" 
for the specific purpose of co-ordinating international relief assistance to these 
uprooted people. The focal point, as illustrated by the two examples given, 
could be either an individual designated for the purpose or an agency principally 
concerned with the provision of assistance in the particular situation. 

73. More recently, the practice has developed of singling out a lead aeency and 
assigning to it, in addition to its own specialized function, the task of acting 
as the leader of the team, the central point of reference for information and 
advice, and at times, the intermediary accepted by all concerned to assist in 
resolving problems that may arise among the participating agencies themselves or 

1/ It appears that the expression "concerted action" while widely used in 
other-United Nations contexts, was not adopted for use in disaster or emergency 
situations. 
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between the agencies and the Governments that are involved. Most, if not all, 
of the major United Nations organs active in providing emergency assistance have, 
at times, functioned as lead agency. The Office of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees, UNICEF, FAO, 1lli0, UNDP etc. , HFP, UNICEF and lIBO have 
also acted as subco-ordinators, working with the lead agency, for food aid, 
health or other specialized purposes in a number of situations. In association 
with UNICEF, ICRC has acted as lead agency in Kampuchea; in other situations, it 
has acted on its own. The League of Red Cross Societies and ICM have also acted 
as lead agencies in situations where, for particular reasons, the agencies of 
the United Nations system have not been heavily involved. 

74. Emergency situations other than natural disasters are frequently related to 
political upheavals or military action, and these factors occasionally have made 1 it more difficult for the humanitarian agencies to carry out their functions withou 
interference. When situations of this kind have occurred, the Secretary-General 
has frequently found it advantageous to designate a special representative - not 
for the purpose of assuming the responsibilities that would normally be those 
of a co-ordinator, a focal point or a lead agency, but rather to serve as a 
political or diplomatic go-between, thus freeing the agencies to devote their 
attention exclusively to their assigned tasks. The difference between the role 
of the special representative and that of the co-ordinator, focal point or lead 
agency is an important one and not at all easy to maintain - particularly since, 
in situations where a special representative does not need to be appointed, the 
co-ordinator, focal point or lead agency is frequently called upon to deal with 
delicate political or diplomatic problems which arise from time to time even in 
the best of situations. 

75- Reference to the details set out in the annex to the present report will 
indicate the frequency with which these various devices for interagency 
co-ordination have been utilized and which agencies or individuals have functioned 
most frequently in these capacities. 

76. One fact emerges clearly from the foregoing recital of the different "labels" 
which have from time to time been used to describe the process of interagency 
collaboration in a common effort to cope effectively with the consequences of 
massive human tragedies. These changing "labels" - co-ordination, focal point, 
lead agency, concerted action, one voice, special representative - all reflect 
the constant and continuins concern of the United Nations system and its associated 
governmental and voluntary agencies to improve the effectiveness of the 
co-ordinating mechanisms by which they work together in a common effort. These 
mechanisms may not always function as effectively as they should, particularly at 
the initial stages of a critical emergency, when time-pressures are greatest, 
when fear and insecurity is at its height and when emotions are at their peak. In 
the midst of the criticisms that arise, particularly at the earliest stages of 
the emergency, when delays occur, when communications break down and when there is 
confusion as to exactly what is happening, it is, at times, overlooked that it is 
the emergency itself which creates the chaos and that the true criterion of the 
effectiveness of agency or interagency operations is the speed with which order 
is gradually restored and not the chaos or confusion which inevitably exists at 
the time the agencies enter on the scene. 
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77- Efforts to improve interagency co-ordination and to provide an effective 
focal point for interap;ency action have resulted also in a nu_mber of developments 
of a different kind. At least three of these are worthy of mention, all of them 

· the product of the last 10 years. The creation, in 1971, of illIDRO represented 
an effort on the part of the General Assembly to prov{de a central point for 
co-ordination of effort in cases of natural disaster. Several years later, in 
January 1977, the Secretary-General decided to establish an Office of the 
Co-ordinator of Special Economic Assistance Prop.;ra!!lmes for the purpose of providing 
leadership and a central point of reference to deal with the steadily increasing 
number of emergencies threatenin~ the economic viability of member States, 
particularly in Africa. During this same period, in Geneva, LRCS, in co-operation 
with other major voluntary organize.tions which were active in the disaster-relief 
field, decided to establish a Standing Committee on Disasters uith a view to 
achieving closer co-operation and a co:mmon understandin~ of purposes and 
objectives among all organizations working in this field. The Standinrr Cow~1ittee 
meets monthly at the Lea{'1le offices, bringing together all the major relief 
agencies both voluntary and interpovernmental (chiefly the United Wations agencies 
based in Geneva), and provides a forum for the exchange of current disaster-relief 
information and for undertaking disaster-preparedness studies. 'Hhile the nature 
and the methods of operation of the Standing Co~mittee are markedly different 
from those of UI'TDRO and OCSEAP, the goals of the Committee are essentially the 

.same: to foster a spirit of co-operation among the participating agencies and to 
create a climate which will be conducive to improvea. interaf:ency co-ordination of 
effort, both at their respective headquarters and in the field. 

78. Hhile no special mechanism for co-ordination has been created for the purpose 
of concerning itself exclusively with the work of the aeencies providing 
humanitarian emergency assistance (as distinct from assistance in natural disasters 
or economic e~err,encies), the co-ordination problems which arise in the process 
of providing humanitarian relief are essentially the same as those in other 
situations. The three co-ordinatin~ I!lechaniSI!!S mentioned would, therefore, seem 
to be in a position to deal uith any problems arising in the humanitarian field 
as uell, since the participating agencies are certain to be the same in any case. 

79. Reference has been made in an earlier part of the present report to one of 
the most important devices adopted for facilitating effective interagency 
co-ordination: the joint interaP,ency assessment mission which has been increasingly 
utilized in recent years. Responses to the questionnaires distributed in 
connexion with preparation of the present report revealed that agencies reported 
participation on 30 occasions in intera~ency missions in recent years. The 
advantazes of proceeding by way of an interagency mission are at least twofold.'· 
First, they ensure that an integrated over-all picture of need - not a partial, 
seBillented picture - is obtained as a basis for solicitinp: the help of donor 
Governments: and, second, they establish at the local level, where the emergency 
exists, a 11climate11 of co-operation on the part of the participants that is 
conducive, in turn, to greater co-operation on the part of the participating 
agencies, with the result beinr; a more effectively co-ordinated total effort. 
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Co-ordination of financial appeals 

80. The problem of overlapping financial appeals is, in view of the increasin~ 
number of appeals of different kinds, a matter of ~rave concern to both donor 
and recipient Governments. The Secretary-General too, is no less concerned, 
because it is in his name that the majority of global appeals are made, and the 
continuous repetition of appeals for aid, however meritorious the individual 
cases may be, makes it increasingly difficult to achieve the results which are 
desired and expected; and this, if not carefully guarded against, can eventually 
affect the credibility and the reputation of the United Nations itself. 

81. Here, it should be noted that there can be no separate consideration of 
appeals for funds to provide humanitarian assistance in cases of man-made 
disasters, as distinct from financial appeals for natural disasters or in connexion 
with economic emergencies. The donor Governments are in any case the same; and, 
in most cases, the recipient Governments are also the same. The essential problem 
is how to organize and co-ordinate all appeals in such a way as to avoid 
confusion and achieve results which will give the greatest degree of satisfaction, 
both to the recipient and to the donor Govermnent involved. 

82. In this, as in other matters, overly simplistic solutions do not work. It 
is not possible to take the position that each aeency, intergovernmental or 
voluntar~, should be responsible for raising its own funds for each hUTianitarian 
or other relief project in which it is enraged; nor is it rossible to insist 
that, in all circumstances, separate agency appeals be consolidated into one. 
Voluntary agencies generally appeal to a distinct and separate public: 
philanthropic institutions, private corporations or the private citizen, and 
except for occasional appeals which they make to Governments, their money-raising 
efforts do not interfere to any significant extent with those of intergovernmental 
organizations. The voluntary ap,encies have, of course, their mm problems of 
co-ordination in respect to their fund-raisinv. activities, but to a considerable 
extent, at least these are minimized by the fact that many of the numerous 
individual agencies have their own charucteristic constituencies - religious, 
national or other. 

83. In the case of the United Nations orr.;ans with which the present report is 
primarily concerned, there has been a trend, over the years, to favour, where 
possible, the consolidation of appeals, especially in cases involving major 
disasters or emergencies where the complexity of the problem requires several 
United Nations agencies to become involved and for the Secretary-General to issue 
a global appeal on behalf of all the arencies involved, basing his appeal on the 
results of the joint-assessment mission which has already assessed the extent and 
nature of the appeal. The Secretary-General's appeal normally leaves it open 
to each donor Government to ear~ark its contribution to a particular agency or 
a~encies which are participating in the emergency effort or to make the contribution 
available for such general purposes as the Secretary~General, through the 
co-ordinator, special representative or lead agency, may decide. The reason for 
the option of earmarking to particular af,encies is that-this encouraees agencies 
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to afree to combine their appeals with others rather than launch each its own 
separate appeal. In addition, it has two other advanta~es. Each agency, as 
in the case of the voluntary ae:encies, tends to have its own constituency and 
its own channels of access to Governments - whether it be the Health Department, 
the Arri culture Ministry or some other. In addition, ·soTI1e Governnents have 
their funds which they make available for international aid, 11locked up" in 
different departments or compartments, and access to these funds can be granted 
only to particular international or~anizations with functions related to those 
for which the funds in question 11ere appropriated by the lefislati ve authority. 
Considerations such as those outlined above make it clear that it would not be 
a practical solution to the problem created by overlapping appe8.ls to insist, in 
all circumstances, on a single consoliaated appeal for each emergency situation. 

84. In some cases, too, it has been reco~nized that even if an individual agency 
joins in a vlobal appeal, it may be justified for it to launch a separate, 
subordinate appeal, connected with the same emersency, at a later date. The 
subordinate appeal may involve particular commodities rather than cash: medical 
supplies, a?:ricultural needs, food aid in kind, heavy equipment such as trucks, 
bulldozers, etc. Usually the justification for these special-purpose appeals 
is self-evident; if not, care must be taken to avoid creatinf a situation in 
which such appeals undermine the effectiveness of the e:lobal appeal. 

85. 1!hile Governments from time to time, for good and sufficient reasons, choose 
to earmark their responses to a rlobal appeal for a particular 8.c;ency, experience 
shows that in most situations, a proDortion of the funds pledged and contributed 
is placed at the disposal of the Secrett=i.ry-General without restriction. Funds 
so contributed have a special value for ti:ro reasons: firstly, they strengthen 
the hand of the co-ordinator in influencing action and in achievin~ effective 
~a-ordination. The second advantace of unearmarked funds is that it nakes it 
possible for the co-ordinator to provide funds to fill in the I!liscellaneous r:aps 
between different agency program.mes, as well as to advance funds from those at 
his disposal to agencies temporarily in need of them. 

86. The alternative arrangements outlined in the above paracraphs represent 
current policies and practices uith respect to fund--raisin{': appeals as they have 
evolved over the ye8.rs. In many instances, the nature of the emergency is such 
that a more limited appeal is called for; in such cases, or in situations which 
are principally the responsibility of a single wajor organization, it is normal 
for the appeal to be launched by the executive head of the agency or orr,an 
responsible. On occasion, two or more ar-encies may launch a joint anpeal. Appeals 
such as those described in the para1ITaphs above relate, of course, to 
extraordinary, unforeseen emerei~nci;s ~nd do not apply to the anormal" 
extrabudsetary requirements. of arencies or bodies of the United Nations, many of 
which are included in the single pledtsing conference held in :ToveHber each year 
at the time of the General Assembly. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

87. The present report has endeavoured to record the prop:ress 1rhich has been 
made during the past 10 years in strenfthenin~ the capacity of tl:e United Nations 
system to respond to complex man-made emer~encies in an increasin'.ly effective 
and well co-ordinated way. Because of the ,wrdin,-:s of the resolution which led 
to its preparation, the report has concentrated its efforts on recordinr; the 
evidences of 1srowing capability on the part of individual agencies and of the 
slowly improvinr; ways and means of interagency co-ordination. 

88. No one would suggest that perfect techniques have yet been developed - or that 
they can be devised - for solving all the problems of the United nations system 
and its associated agencies or for assurine: maximum co-ordination of agency 
actions in meeting emergency situations of the kind which are the concern of 
the present report. Effective collaboration cannot be achieved by simple for~ulas 
or mechanisms: ~t depends on attitudes and personalities as well, on a disposition 
to work together as a team and to voluntarily subrn.erge individual or institutional 
identity, if necessary, in the common interest. Fhile discussions in interagency 
or intergovernmental forums r:my occasionall;r e::pose conceptual, philosophical or 
doctrinal differences of opinion as to how inter~ational humanitarian emergency 
assistance can be best co-ordinated and implemented, the crucial test of 
effectiveness is not to be found in council chambers or coirl!!littee meetings, but 
in the practical workine: arrangements at the headquarters of the respective · 
agencies and, above all, in the field. The preponderance of evidence 8athered 
in the course of preparinp: the present report points to the conclusion that while 
problems still remain and difficulties owinc to the lack of adequate co-ordination 
arise from time to time, the basic facilities and services required for coping 
with man-made emergencies are now reasonably ·well in place and can be made 
available, usually fairly smoothly and without unreasonable delays in time of need. 
The essence of the progress which has been achieved durin8 the past 10 years has 
consisted, not in the invention of new procedures or mechanisms for co-ordination, 
but in strengthening the facilities - the human and material resources - available 
to the individual agencies to enable them to play their part more promptly and 
effectively. This phase of the task has now been larp;ely accomplished and 
considerable experience has been [>:ained in learning how to work more effectively 
together. The learninP, process, in this regard, is by no means complete; but 
further improvement will depend not so much on the development of new or different 
mechanisms, as on the flexibility and ingenuity which each participatinr-: 
ore-anization and each participant can show in adjusting to constantly unforeseen 
situations. It is on the human factor (for example, the interplay of 
personalities, the ability to work as members of a team, the clear definition of 
roles, consistency in adhering to these roles with the flexibility to ~ake 
adjustments ·when necessary), more than on the dev~lopment of new Ii\echanisms for 
co-ordination, that the prospects of further imnroving the effectiveness of 
concerted action by the agencies of the United Tiations system and their associated 
humanitarian organiz8.tions will, in future, depend. 

89. It has often been said that in dealing with sudden emergencies, the United 
Nations system must speak with one voic_e. rTo one would quarrel with this concept: 
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but the voice which speaks on behalf of the United Nations system must be the 
voice of unity, of consensus, of a leadership which is not imposed from above, 
but supported and reinforced by co!!l!D.on accord of all the members of the team. 
'When this is achieved, the process of interagency co-ordination will become a 
process of co-ordination among the agencies themselves; marked by a willing 
acceptance of the need for unity, co-operation and concerted action. 

90. In one of the narratives submitted by an agency which responded to the 
questionnaire, the following paragraph appears and is cited here as providing 
a fitting conclusion to the present report: 

"Finally, the success of all arrangements, even at the highest level, 
depends on personal confidence, eood and easy contacts between the persons 
concerned. It could all be jeopardized if there is no confidence and if 
participants in any type of co-ordination groups feel that their main task 
is to defend the 'interests' of their own organization. If there is any 
field where a 'UN Team Spirit' is necessary, this is it." 
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Appendix 

TABULATION OF SITUATIONS SPECIALLY MENTIONED BY ORGANIZATIONS IN ANSWER 
TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. In order to provide an overview of the numerous humanitarian emergencies in 
which the agencies of the United Nations system have been involved during the 
past decade, the tabulation which follows lists, by year of occurrence, the 
situations which the responding organizations considered to be worthy of special 
mention in the questionnaires which they completed as a contribution to the 
present report. In a number of instances, organizations reported on situations 
which went back to an earlier period beyond the decade under review: these have 
been omitted from the tabulation. The years and months shown as the starting 
point of the emergency are, in some cases, fairly arbitrary, since many of the 
situations listed have existed as chronic but more or less controllable emergencies 
for several years and come to the attention of the organized world com.munity only 
when they exceed the capacities of the local authorities to cope with them. 

2. Underlining indicates the agencies which have themselves listed the situation 
a13 one in which they have participated. Where the name of an agency is not 
underlined, this indicates that its participation has been reported by another 
agency and not by itself. 

3. Numerous voluntary organizations, members of the International Council of 
Voluntary Agencies and others, have shared in many, indeed most of the humanitarian 
assistance efforts listed in the present appendix. Bilateral and multilateral 
programmes of individual Governments and groups of Governments have also 
contributed greatly to the alleviation of distress and the economic and social 
rehabilitation of the peoples and territories affected by these human disasters 
in which the agencies of the United Nations system have been involved. Since 
the present report is concerned essentially with the co-ordination of the efforts 
of the United Nations system, it has not been possible to list, for each of the 
emergencies listed in this tabulation, the contributions made by the numerous 
voluntary agencies which have played their part in providing assistance. Their 
contribution, singly and collectively, and that of individual Governments in 
providing bilateral assistance, is recognized as an indispensable part of the total 
effort to alleviate the human suffering which is the inevitable by-product of 
the kinds of man-made disasters with which the present report is concerned. 
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Tabulation 

March - India and East Pakistan - food aid to victims of civil strife in 
East Pakistan and assistance to East Pakistan refugees in India -
illJHCR, IBUCEF, WFP, rcr~, ICRC, LRCS; also FAO, WHO, UNDP, UNEPRO 
(United Nations East Pakistan Relief Operation). Office of the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees designated by Secretary-General 
as focal point for assistance to refugees in India. 

December - India; Pakistan, Bangladesh - post-hostilities relief and 
rehabilitation for Bangladesh: repatriation of refugees from India: 
exchange of populations (Bengalis and Biharis) between Pakistan and 
Bangladesh - UNROD (later UNROB), UNHCR, UNICEF, ICM, ICRC; also LRCS. 
Paul-Marc Henri (later Sir Robert Jackson) designated as Co-ordinator 
by Secretary-General. 

February - March - Sudan - South Sudanese returnees - UNHCR, LRCS; 
also FAO/HFP, WHO, UNESCO, UIJICEF, UNDP. 

April - resettlement of emigres from Eastern Europe - ICM. 

Summer - Burundi - exodus of refugees into Rwanda, United Republic of 
Tanzania and Zaire - UNHCR. 

September - Uganda - expulsion of persons of Asian origin - ICM; also 
UNHCR, UNDP, ICRC. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
designated as Co-ordinator by Secretary-General. 

June - July - Inda-China - relief assistance requested by various 
authorities contesting for control in Viet Nam, Laos, Cambodia, 
(Republic of Viet Nam, Democratic Republic of Viet Nam, Provisional 
Revolutionary Government of the Republic of South Viet Nam (PRG), 
Royal Lao Government, Pathet Lao, Kbmer - UNICEFj also, later, UNHCR, 
vmo, UNESCO, Red Cross. 

September - Chile - resettlement of detainees etc, outside Chile -
UNESCO, ICM, ICRC. 

Southern Africa liberation movements - food aid and other assistance -
pursuant to General Assembly resolution 2704 (XXV) - WFP. 

August - Cyprus - displaced persons within Cyprus: humanitarian 
relief assistance - UNHCR, ILO, WHO, ICM; also UNICEF, UFP, UNDRO, UNDP, --- -- -- --ICRC, LRCS. 

Ifovember - Mozambique - return of refugees from neighbouring countries -
UNHCR, OSCEAP (Office of Special Co-ordinator for Special Economic 
Assistance Proe;;rammes); also HFP, UNDP. 
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1975 -

1975 -

1975 -

1975 -

1975 -

1976 -

1976 -

1976 -

1977 -

1977 -

1977 -

1977 -

January - Eritrea - hostilities involving Eritrean Liberation Movement 
and Ethiopian authorities: exodus of refugees to the Sudan - ICRC 
(pursuant to Geneva Conventions of 1949); also UNHCR. 

April - South-East Asia (Viet Nam and neighbouring countries) - post-war 
exodus and resettlement of refugees from South Viet rJam - UNHCR, UNICEF, 
WFP, ICM; also vIBO, UNESCO. Sir Robert Jackson designated as Special 
Representative of the Secretary-General to co-ordinate humanitarian 
assistance t~ lndo-China. 

PortuEel - resettlement of returnees to Portugal from former Portuguese 
colonies (Timor, Cape Verde, Angola, Mozambique) - ICM, LRCS. 

November - Lebanon - relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction - FAO, 
HHO, ILO, UNESCO, WFP, UNICEF, UNDP; also UNHCR, UNRHA, IBRD, LRCS:
Resident representative of UNDP designated as Special Representative of 
the Secretary-General. 

December - Algeria - refugees from Western Sahara - LRCS; also UNHCR, 
ICRC. 

February - Angola - resettlement within Angola of displaced persons 
and repatriates - illIBCR, UNICEF, HFP; also HHO, UNESCO, illJDP, ICRC. 
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees designated as 
Co-ordinator by Secretary-General. 

Early - Viet Nam - rehabilitation and reconstruction - UNESCO, UNICEF; 
also WHO, illTHCR, WFF, UNDP: Victor Umbricht designated as Co-ordinator 
for Rehabilitation Assistance by Secretary-General. 

September - the Sudan and Zaire - medical emergency - outbreak of viral 
haemorrhagic fever - HHO, also UNDRO. 

Rhodesia - outbreak of hostilities within country - material aid and 
other forms of assistance for detainees, missinc persons, refugees 
and efforts on behalf of children taken to Botswana - ICRC, (pursuant 
to Geneva Convention), OXFAM. 

January - Zambia - effects of continuing Rhodesian conflicts - ICRC 
(pursuant to Geneva Convention re prisoners, refugees, etc); OCSEAP; 
also i:-mo, TJTrnCR, UNICEF, UNDP. 

February - Botswana - refugees from Rhodesia, including children - ICRC 
(pursuant to Geneva Convention), OCSEAP~ also UNHCR, HFP. 

Lesotho - OCSEAP, UHDP. 
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1977 - May - Mozambique - response to a United Nations Conference on assistance 
to peoples of Zimbabwe and Namibia - material and medical aid, visits to 
refugee camps - ICRC; also UNHCR, Ul\TDP. 

1977·_ August - Angola - refugees from Shaba province, Zaire - LRCS; also UNHCR. 

1977 Late - Somalia - conflict involving Ethiopia and Somalia; refugees in 
Somalia from Ogaden region of Ethiopia - UNHCR, ICRC (pursuant to Geneva 
Convention), LRCS. --

1978 - March - Bangladesh - Burma - repatriation to Bangladesh of returnees from 
Burma - UNHCR, HFP, LRCS, OXFAM; also HHO, UNICEF, UNDP. The United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refuf,ees designated by Secretary-General as 
Co-ordinator of Humanitarian Assistance. 

1978 - July - August - Nicaragua - uprising in Nicaragua, resulting in flight of 
refugees to Honduras and Costa Rica - FAO, ICM, ICRC (pursuant to Geneva 
Convention); also UNHCR, WFP, UNDP, ECLA, EEC, LRCS. Resident 
Representative UNDP designated as Co-ordinator. 

1978 - August - September - Vietnamese boat people seeking re:t'uge in Mal.aysia, 
Indonesia, Hong Kong, Macau - UNHCR, LRCS, OXFAM, ICM; also WHO, UNICEF, 
WFP, UNDP, ICRC (joint LRCS-ICRC Task Force), United Nations Volunteers. 
Ilter Turkmen (later M'Hamed Essaafi) designated Special Representative 
of Secretary-General for South-East Asia. 

1979 - April - Pakistan - refugees from Afghanistan - WHO, UNHCR, UNICEF, HFP, 
ICM, ICRC, LRCS, also UNDP. The United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees designated as Co-ordinator - Lead Agency by the Secretary-General. 

1979 - September - declaration of state of emergency by Government of Somalia -
intensified influx of refugees from Ogaden - FAO. WFP, vmo, Ul\IBCR, UNICEF, 
OCSEAP; also ILO, UNESCO, IBRD, EEC, UNDRO, ICRC, LRCS. The United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees designated by Secretary-General as over-all 
Co-ordinator ( Lead Agency); 1-THO as Health Co-ordinator:-, UNICEF as 
Emergency Water Supply Co-ordinator; WFP as Co-ordinator for mobilization 
and delivery of food assistance. 

1979 - April - May - Ethiopia - displaced persons within Ethiopia - UNICEF, FAO 
(later March-April 1980), WFP; also UNDRO, UNDP, EEC. 

1979 - May - relief and rehabilitation within Uganda following overthrow of 
Government; return of refugees and resettlement of displaced persons 
inside Uganda - large-scale emergency food aid - UNHCR, UNICEF, ILO, 
WFP, OCSEAP; OXFAM; also WHO, IDlDRO, UNDP, EEC, LRCS. Resident 
Representative UNDP designated by Secretary-General as Special 
Representative for relief operations. 

I ••• 
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1979 - June - July - Kampuchea - internal disorders - exodus of refugees to 
'liwilond nnd neighbourinG countries - threat of widespread famine conditions 
nnd a.cute need of larGe-scale emergency :food aid - UNICEF, ICRC, FAO, WFP, 
ICIIC, OXFAJ,i; also UiTESCO, LRCS, EEC. The United Nations Children'sFund 
tles i cnntcd by Secretary-General as Lead Agency; jointly with ICRC, for all 
e:r::crcency assistance within Kampuchea and in Thai-Kampuchea border areas 
{ except for refugee camps) - Sir Robert Jackson later appointed by 
Sccrctery-General as over-all Co-ordinator and Special Representative 

1979 -

1079 -

1979-
1980 -

1980 -

1980 -

1980 -

1980 -

{ sec below). 

September - Thailand - refueees from Kampuchea; UNHCR, WFP, ICRC; also, 
HHO, UlHCEF, UilDP, EEC, LRCS. Office of the High Commissioner for 
Rcfucces dcsicnated by the Secretary-General as Lead Agency: 
Sir Robert Jackson as over-all Co-ordinator and Special Representative. 

Au~ust - Equatorial Guinea - assistance for reconstruction, 
rehabilitation and development; assistance to returnees; FAO, ILO, 
OCSEAP; also WHO, UHESCO,· UNCTAD, UNTCD, UNHCR, HFP. Resident
Hepresentative designated by Secretary-General as Co-ordinator. 

October 1979 - El Salvador - internal uprising leading to overthrow of 
Government - ICRC {pursuant to Geneva Convention). 

Anril - Sudan - emerGency aid for refueees from Ethiopia - UNESCO; also 
UIIHCR, UIJICEF, UHDP, FAO/WFP. 

April_ Djibouti - post-independence relief and rehabilitation -
assistance re refugees from Ethiopia; OCSEAP; also UNHCR, WFP, UNDP, 
LRCS. 

April_ Cuba - movement of emigres from Cuba - ICM; also UNHCR. 

July_ Bolivia_ movement and resettlement of detainees - ICM; also 
UIIHCR. 




